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What’s your issue with bright colours?
I don’t mind them and certainly don’t have a
problem designing with them ... I would just
perfer that they kept their distance and stay
away from my house.
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PUBLISHER & EDITOR
Chad Pelley (chad@theovercast.ca)

Meet Mira Howards
Mira really runs the show
around here. My genuine fear
of leaving her waiting on
material to lay out every
month is what keeps us making
deadlines and getting these
issues out on time. In addition to
Art Director, she’s also a stellar
VP of Second Opinions.
Why design, how did you decide to be
an art director? It was an accident. After I
realized that my high school dreams of being
a lawyer were unrealistic, I signed up for
photography. The college I went to required
me to take a general arts program beforehand
and I ended up falling in love with my design
courses. Nine years and a few advertising
agencies later, I’m still as crazy about what
I do as I was the day I started. It’s a good
feeling... I’m lucky.

ART DIRECTOR
Mira Howards (design@theovercast.ca)

What’s the best and worst thing about

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Joel Upshall (joelupshall@gmail.com)

month? There are good things? Hah. It’s

TO BOOK AN AD:
ads@theovercast.ca

designing a paper in my “spare” time, but you

TO LIST AN EVENT:
listings@theovercast.ca
Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs,
and paper-worthy stories that our province
has to offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a
voice and The Overcast aims to be this voice.
In addition to the ten sections of our monthly
paper, TheOvercast.ca posts fresh and
exclusive content on weekdays. All opinions
in this publication reflect the author of the
article, not The Overcast.
COVER PHOTO CREDIT: Joel Upshall
UNCREDITED ARTICLES: Chad Pelley

theovercast.ca

working with me on this paper every
challenging having a full-time day job and
keep me laughing and buy me dinner once in
a while. That’s nice! You also drive me crazy
and make me want to throw things at you. I
guess the entertainment and annoyance must

wanted:

One New Writer
Are you up to date on topical,
tangly news and city issues? Browse
this month’s Perspectives section,
and if interested in contributing to it,
we pay $75 per/ 500-word article.
CHAD@THEOVERCAST.CA
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balance out, since working on The Overcast
has been a really great experience ... so far.
What’s been the biggest nightmare
moment as Art Director for The Overcast?
The inDesign file for the July issue went a little
crazy and half the paper disappeared on the
day that it had to go to print. I’m not ashamed
to admit that I had a complete meltdown and
cried for an hour.
Is it true that even your cats match, on
purpose? These are weird questions. I bet
you’re only interviewing me because you
didn’t want to write another editor’s note.
Is it true you have snuck a drawing of a
cat into every issue of The Overcast? Are
you a crazy cat lady? How many cats do
you own? Almost every issue! The very first
issue of The Overcast is (unfortunately) lacking
in cats. The internet tells me that you’re not a
crazy cat lady until you have six ... I’ve still got
room for two more. Shout outs to Baby Steve,
Kevin, Henry and Minou! Also to Bruce, who is
a dog but still worthy of mentioning.

Are you really obsessed with
spraypainting things white? Yes, but
I’m terrible at it. I can’t successfully paint
anything, but that doesn’t mean that I won’t
try! How do you get it to dry without having
drip marks on everything? I have lots of
respect for all the graffiti artists out there.
I understand you’re also fond of concerts
and roller coasters. Any highlights in
your concert-going, rollercoaster-riding
career? As of right now, my top two concerts
would be Depeche Mode and Alice In Chains
- both at the Molson Amphitheatre. I’m a firm
believer that all rollercoasters are amazing,
with the exception of the Mighty Canadian
Minebuster at Canada’s Wonderland. I don’t
want to die just yet.
You’re about to get married, how come?
What’s so special about this guy?
What! Nobody cares about my wedding.
On with the paper!

CHAD PELLEY (& MIRA HOWARDS)

Is it true that even the books in your
bookshelf need to look good together,
to the point you altered the cover of my
novel’s spine? False! Your books didn’t even
make the shelf. They’re hiding in a storage
ottoman. That being said, I do have plans
to cover all my offending books (Douglas
Coupland, why are all your covers bright pink
and orange?!) in tasteful brown kraft paper.

Introducing an easy new way to get
your events listed with The Overcast.
Add “EventListings Bot TheOvercast” as
a friend on Facebook. Invite him to your
events, and we’ll automatically list your
events in our online event listings. BAM!
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it and recorded it and I am grateful that I

felt like a huge part of the album would be

was part of that because basically he taught

missing if the package didn’t have the words

me how to mix, although I’m sure I made it

to go with the music.

PHOTO: ZACH BONNELL

take longer.” After the mastering process,
the album lay silent but the band began

Beside each track is the addition of the date

playing extensively and the focus shifted to

it was written. “I think it’s interesting to know

performing. In the beginning of 2014, final

when I wrote it, and I think you can hear it in

production began on the album culminating in

the lyrics, you know, the development. I didn’t

its release at The Ship Pub to an enthusiastic

make it go in the progression from 2005 to

audience this past August.

2012 but I feel like you understand the song in
a different way if you understand how old I

“This is kind of my debut ‘best of’ album. It’s

was when I wrote it.”

the first album that I ever made, but I’ve been
recording with a tape recorder and have been

According to Nicoll, it was the process of

Ilia Nicoll’s
Overdue Debut

With recording having started back in the fall

doing my own stuff for about ten years now,

recording the music that she truly enjoyed.

of 2012, each track comes out of a carefully

without showing anybody.”

”To me, the best thing in the world is recording

eclectic album that takes the listener on their

Nestled in among the stunning album art

was so much fun. It’s out there now, and I

BY ERIN POWER

own journey through heart-felt, authentic

work created by Pepa Chan, and positioned

hope people like it, but [making it] was the

lyrics and rich instrumental arrangements.

next to the disc itself, is the gift of a small

part I really loved.”

music. I love it. I mean, making it was what

considered process that has created an

handbook of lyrics. “I always wanted to have

Hot on the heels of her recent

After aligning herself with the amazing talent

that done because the lyrics are the poetry I

What has stemmed from this passion is an

release, Ilia takes time to reflect

of musicians Noah Bender, Darren Browne,

write. Usually when I write it’s me alone with

album that is both sophisticated and storied.

and Jake Nicoll, the recording process began.

a guitar, and the writing is a huge part of that,

What is more exciting is that with newest

“We did the bed tracks within a month and

you know, the words, that’s what inspires the

band member Natasha Blackwood in the mix,

then over the next four months got the rest

music. It’s all about the ideas and the ways

talks are underway for a new album that is set

of the stuff layered,” Ilia reveals. “Jake mixed

that the words fit together,” she says, and she

to begin recording this October.

on the journey that brought her
to the creation of her dynamic,
debut album, Caterwaul.

James Parsons’ Story: The Busker Behind the Banjo on Water Street

BY TERRI COLES

Many of the musicians feted

Today he plays banjo and sings outside BMO.

they paid me in dollars instead of free booze.

that partly drives that. “All great rock music

by The Overcast’s first “Best

Parsons finds that playing on the street can be

And performing in broad-daylight public helps

was possibly, even probably, composed on a

lucrative, while still requiring a grind, but he

me write more original stuff.”

banjo,” he said. “Now, hear me out: you only

of St. John’s” poll can be found
playing in the city’s many

prefers it to playing in live venues. “Live shows

have to listen to a little Led Zeppelin and it

need more than venues - they also need

He’s also quick to give some props to the

pubs and live venues. But if

promotion and rehearsal, and in my opinion,

other great street musicians in St. John’s,

that Robert Plant has collaborated with

you’re looking to catch a set

they need more than cover music too. Or else,

mentioning Steve, who plays classical guitar

bluegrass singer Alison Krauss, he might be

by “Best Street Performer”

you might as well be at karaoke, right? So,

beside Yellowbelly, and a saxophonist named

on to something.

if someone has to pay a cover charge to see

Mike. “Katie Baggs, Neil Conway, and Sherri

me, I want them to be glad to pay the charge.”

Ryan all come to mind quickly,” he said when

If you’d like to hear some of Parsons’ banjo

He also says that live venues can sometimes

asked about other local musicians, “but

interpretations and can’t make it to Water

be a frustrating part of the equation, “since

this city is steeped in good musicians. Can’t

Street, you can find him on Soundcloud

they rely on cover charges to pay for the band,

swing a cat downtown without hitting one.”

(soundcloud.com/james-parsons-27).

rather than using the profits they’re making.

Newfoundland artists Buddy Wasisname and

Sometimes the profit is in their favour,

the Other Fellas and the Wonderful Grand

But if you do make a stop to hear him, you’ll

professional, Parsons got his start singing in

sometimes it is not. I’d play any venue that

Band remain long-time favourites of his.

probably appreciate the little mental break he

choir as a child. “When I turned thirteen, I got

allowed me to stick a jar out to defray the

As for why he’s plying his trade on the

provides. “The best part of my day is watching

a guitar for a birthday present,” he said of his

cost (especially if I don’t put up a poster or tell

banjo instead of the guitar he started with,

people ‘lose themselves’ a little in the middle

anyone), but it would be so much sweeter if

Parsons said that he has a personal theory

of a regular day,” he said.

winner James Parsons, you’re
better off walking by the BMO
building on Water Street
downtown.
Like so many other musicians, amateur and

introduction to playing, “I still have it.”

becomes easier to understand.” Considering
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Mic to Mic

When not touring the world

songwriters helps you grow

with bands like The Burning

as a songwriter yourself?

Hell, playing a multitude of
instruments for other local
bands, or recording and mixing
albums for them, Jake Nicoll
keeps busy making his own
records – all of which become

Being part of so many projects has certainly
contributed to the way I make music. Perhaps
it’s partly why I can never settle down with one
style – I am always hearing something different
and thinking “I want to do that instead!”
Maybe I’d be better off just doing
one thing, but I love the extreme
variations that can be found in
the world of music. There are so

overnight favourites of the

many different ways of making,

year for many local music

thinking about, and approaching

enthusiasts.

PHOTO: ANTOINE DOYEN

Multi-talented Jake Nicoll
on How Wearing So Many Hats
Helped Make His New Album

music, I find working with

I didn’t listen to the recordings until I got back

somebody asks me to record for them. I still

from tour three months later. We spent the

feel like I have a long way to go. I think that

winter finishing off the rest of the recording

my ability to record my own songs doesn’t do

and then about a month mixing. So on one

anything to make me a better or more nuanced

hand we had all the time in the world to pick

songwriter, but it definitely changes the way I

over the recordings and add extra layers and

make songs. It’s hard to appreciate just how

sounds, and on the other hand the bed

much of an effect the way a song is recorded

tracks (drums, bass, guitar) were

changes the song itself. In this way I feel that

I find working
with others keeps me
from falling into those
creative ruts that are
always waiting to
pull you in.

others keeps me from falling
into those creative ruts that are

all recorded in a mad rush. I

I am often writing songs with a method of

think that is often the way it is

recording in mind, or with specific instruments

with home recordings: despite

or equipment in mind. For example, on some

having the luxury of time,

albums I’ve written within the limitations of a

you still have to make do with

cassette four track, on others I’ve enjoyed the

the decisions you make at the

freedom to layer endlessly in the digital world.

beginning of it all. You are right
though, recording on your own allows

As a multi-instrumentalist yourself,

for more time spent on the finishing touches

what are the perks of writing all parts

and more experimentation in general. The flip

of a song yourself (guitar, drums, etc)

side (and I have a tendency to overemphasize

versus writing the core and having

flip sides) is that having no strict deadlines

a band flesh them out?

or impending empty budget makes it way

I like this question, though it is hard to answer.

too easy to take so long that you run out of

When I write everything myself, I think of the

enthusiasm for the whole project before it’s

arrangement of the song in a different way. I

done. You also run the risk of over-editing and

think of all of the instruments, or at least the

smoothing out all of the little things that make

core instruments, and how they fit together

With his latest release, the self-titled Run to

always waiting to pull you in. I think the other

the Rocks, he leapt perfectly in a new direction

part of it is a stubborn side of myself that

and released a synth-sational summer album

really doesn’t want to be boxed in or labelled.

that’s a serious contender for the best local

I like to surprise people. I don’t want anybody

album of the year. There’s no one in town

(including myself) to think they know what I am

sounding quite like this album, and like the

about to do next. Musicians and music lovers

colourful album cover, this sound bursts

have a tendency to be cliquey and judgemental,

like a full spectrum rainbow, revealing the

and as much as I can I’d like to avoid all of

best parts of the many new musical genres

the politics and mystification and just make

to have emerged these last few years. In a

whatever music interests me at the time.

it musically interesting in the first place. That

like a puzzle. Things are more organized and

said, I don’t think I’ll ever do it any other way

planned out. This section goes here, that riff

the impossible “genius” status so closely as

There’s such a nice, full, thick sound on this

for my own projects. I love being a part of every

goes there, the bass and drums are entirely on

Jake: his genre-jumping catalogue of music

album – no hole is unfilled by a background

part of the process and I love the freedom that

the same page. I sometimes fear that arranging

demonstrates such an eclectic and true study

vocal or synth or something. Is this a perk

comes with doing it on your own.

songs in this way runs the risk of being too

of music in many forms. He’s like a sponge,

and product of recording your own album?

or a chameleon, silently soaking it all up, then

The ability to keep going back to it, because

surprising us, album after album, with what

you’re not limited to someone else’s time

he releases. Somehow, each album feels
cohesive, but as a whole, it’s hard to believe the

town of talented musicians, few approximate

same man has produced this body of work.

formal or robotic, but luckily something always
You’ve been recording albums for a lot of

goes wrong in the process and that clockwork

other local bands. And you’re doing a great

ideal is never actually realized anyways. The

and budget? How long did you spend on

job of it. Do you think having a handle on

biggest perk of fleshing out a song with a

this, for it to sound so polished?

the art of recording and mixing an album

band is that you end up with something that

Thanks for saying that it sounds polished!

helps you write more nuanced, and better

is important to everyone involved. It comes

We started recording this album in the spring

crafted songs yourself?

with that comfy reassurance of collaboration.

You tour the world with other bands,

of 2013, only a few days before I left on tour

It’s funny, I don’t really feel like I have a

Things happen that you don’t expect or that you

and play on many local albums: Do you

with The Burning Hell. In three crazy late nights

handle on the art of recording. I am always a

wouldn’t do yourself, opening up the number

we recorded almost all of the bed tracks, then

little surprised and a little intimidated when

of directions things can go.

think collaborating with so many other
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Jigger Launch
Debut Album ...
Ten Years After
Forming
BY DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

like real honest rock and roll. The music
I loved when I was 18 is still the music
I love now. We wanted to make a fun,
rockin’ record that will stand the test of
time. Hopefully its energy will transcend
any current trend.
How do you find your individual
musical tastes show up in your
music?
Geoff: I like albums that move around and

Over a decade after

have lots of different feels. It’s exciting

forming, Jigger has released

when you get an album that keeps making

their debut album Lead

one wants to write the same song over

Reckoning.
The band is composed of a who’s who
from some of the most influential bands
on the St. John’s scene in the late 90s and
early 2000s, including Fur Packed Action,
Bung, Lemontree, and The Haters. Of
course I had questions...
What are the origins of Jigger?
Geoff Younghusband (vocals/bass): Don,
Phil and myself have been friends and
played in bands since the 80s. I started
playing with John in Potmaster in the
mid 90s, so Jigger is really a band of long
time friends making rock music for the
love of it.
You’ve been together for over ten
years and are just releasing your
debut now?
John Angelopoulos (drums): There
were a few incomplete album attempts.
Crash and burners! The goal for this one
was completion. Geoff: Between three
babies, weddings, lineup changes, work,
and living out of suitcases, it took us all
a while to have the time to really focus
on doing the great recording the songs
deserved.
How have your past projects
influenced your current sound?
Don Ellis (guitar): Well I grew up on real
live drums, bass, guitar, and vocals so
that’s what we were going for. We really

you ask “is this still the same album?” No

know where trends are going.

Plenty on
the Horizon for
Port of Call

After such a long time together, you

BY LUKAS WALL

and over. Phil Winters (guitar/vocals):
We listen to a wide variety of different
styles of music from the future, so we

must have a few good stories. Got a

all their own is what we were also striving
for in our sound,” Aucoin says.
With this vision for a distinct, yet roots-inspired
sound, the pair began writing together, teaming
up to pen the first songs that would make up
their debut. AuCoin and Abbott began recording
Darkness and Light a few months later,
working with local musician and producer Ian

PG one you could share with Overcast
readers?

It has been a busy summer for

Foster, who guided the duo through extensive

Phil: Yes indeed, some real doozies. Like

local duo Port of Call, and it only

electric guitar on the record. Abbott feels

that time I walked into a sign pole while

pre-production meetings and contributed

looks to continue in the fall.

Foster had an important influence on their

Geoff: All our PG stories now are about

Formed just over a year ago, singer-

one of her favourite tracks on the album.

the fact that we are the parents providing

songwriters Evan AuCoin and Cassandra

guidance to our own children. And

Abbott have been building a name for

hopefully we guide them to rock and

themselves around town this summer with

roll. I know my 9 year old son’s favourite

their moody, folk-inflected acoustic music.

album last year was The Bronx “IV.” He

The duo’s debut album Darkness and Light

was also learning some Green and Gold

was released in July and has garnered the

tunes before summer began.

pair considerable praise, including being

transfixed by a glowing blue alien! But
that has nothing to do with Jigger...

named Best Local Music Duo in last month’s

recording process, particularly on “Montreal,”
“Working with Ian opened our eyes to the new
life these songs could take on,” she says, “and
this song in particular grew in just the right
way. I remember getting the mastered copies
of the tracks back from Ian and crying when
the piano comes in on this track. I fell in love.”
The resulting product of this collaborative
effort is a collection of brooding songs that

So what’s next for Jigger?

Overcast Best of St. John’s survey. All this

Phil: Our next record is going to be called

success, however, comes from a chance

tackle love, loss, and the sea, balanced with

“Net Worth” and it will be a limited edition

meeting in a university classroom. “We both

light and folky instrumental settings. The

release. The CD will be wrapped in an

did commerce degrees at MUN,” explains

album’s five tracks range from sweet and

old school turbot net with real live dried

AuCoin. “We were paired together in a group

emotional to gritty and dark, with a roots

capelin, turbot, baby puffins, and gannets

for one of our marketing classes and became

sensibility and balanced harmonies running

drowned in it. Geoff: I’m looking forward

quick friends. A few months after that, we

throughout the record.

to writing some new songs and hopefully

started jamming and formed the band.”
Riding high on their summer successes, Port of

playing to some new people who discover
Jigger through Lead Reckoning.

According to AuCoin and Abbott, much of

Call have already begun work on new material,

their fast bond was formed over a mutual love

will be performing around St. John’s and across

of the recently disbanded folk group The Civil

Newfoundland in the coming months, and will

Wars. “The Civil Wars’ music is deeply rooted

potentially be setting out on tour to support

in folk tradition and that was really what we

Darkness and Light. Keep an eye on the band’s

were going for as well. The way they stick

Facebook page and Twitter feed for info about

close to those roots but still create something

upcoming shows and tour plans.
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Get Enlightened at Lotus
Yoga Philosophy, Therapeutic Yoga,
Mind Clearing, Relationship Work
& Public Speaking
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Spin This.
LOCAL RECORD REVIEWS

Our Yoga Enlightenment Studies
(YES) program is an advanced spiritual
course. Engage in a real, expansive
spiritual study within a supportive
community of like-minded
individuals.
2014 Sept 19-21, Oct 17-19,
Nov 14-16, Dec 5-7
(Intro night: September 5, 7:30pm)
$200 EACH WEEKEND OR PAY BY MODULE

Merenda Squires
m_squires@nf.sympatico.ca
thelotuscentre.ca

Maybe This Summer

Few Too Many Moons

BY FAMILY

BY

VIDEO

BOAT HAUS

If you fancy yourself a creative type, but use your day job as an excuse

with the release of their 2014 RPM album Too Short, Too Long.

for neglecting your art (“but I just don’t have TIME”) you should have

Since then Jam K (vocals/ guitar/ keys), Jake Nicoll (drums) and

a listen to Boat Haus. Greg Hewlett is visibly one of the hardest

Noah Bender (bass/guitar) have been building momentum by

working people in St. John’s and somehow he managed to find time

October 20 - November 24

playing rare but enthusiastically received live shows. A mere four

to record a stunning 10-song record with some of his best employees,

Glazing and Glaze
Chemistry

months after their RPM, the group released Maybe This Summer,

I mean ah, friends.“Patron Saints” is chock full of blissfully imperfect

their second album of the year. Opening track “Ten Years Will

guitar hooks that escalate to a beautiful coda that’s going to draw

Pass” signals a new sound for the band right from the get go with

inescapable comparisons to a certain 90’s band from Boise, Idaho.

a subdued keyboard and dry drum sound. This is a direction that

Although starting as a snappy dance tune, “Stream Swirl” quickly

persists throughout the record on tracks like “No Sun, No Sleep,”

finds wiry/Wire-y post-punk chords at the forefront. The reverb trails

“Waiting For You” and title track “Maybe This Summer.” Although

on the drums in the dying seconds is a perfect example of thoughtful

contemplative and moody at times, don’t start thinking that this

production choices by pop-wunderkind Jake Nicoll that reward

is a rainy day album, rather quite the opposite. Melodically and

repeated listens. Although initially an eclectic record, past track #6

lyrically the songs are consistently compelling and brimming with

it drags as a bit samey. When he reaches for the falsetto on finale

2014 CLASSES

Wheel Throwing Basics

September 25 - November 13

Pottery - Intro 1 Holiday Ornamet
October 5 - November 23 Workshop
October 14 - November 18

SYNTHY INDIE ROCK

Family Video perked the ears of local music lovers back in March
FALL ADULT

Pottery - Intro 2

LO FI DREAM POP

December 1 & 8

www.craftcouncil.nl.ca

AND NOW YOU KNOW

Mighty Pop is currently
selling tickets for a show
at The Ship featuring The
Operators. Who are they?
It’s Dan Boeckner’s new band; Dan’s
the man behind some of this century’s
most groundbreaking shifts in indie rock:
Handsome Furs, Wolf Parade, and Divine
Fits. The band is rounded out by Divine Fits’
drummer Sam brown, and, Devojka. Their
sound is described as “reverse engineering
synth pop,” so expect to dance.

emotional energy. “She Reminds Me” harkens back to the Family
Video sound we came to know and love on the RPM record, packed
full of shimmering guitar work, skittering hi hats and spirited

“Bend To Your Leaning,” it stands a grabbing moment where I realized
I wished he had been as adventurous throughout the back half. For
a guy who is used to a kind of furious dedication most people

chorus vocals. My favorite track, “Sitting In My Room,” is
the most reckless offering with its brash drums and
raw yet deceivingly intricate guitar work. Maybe This
Summer is another killer record from one of the
most interesting and vital bands on the local scene
right now. Hopefully this marks the beginning of a
long and prolific future for Family Video.
REVIEW BY DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

Check out
theovercast.ca

can only dream of, it seems understandable that Hewlett’s
lyrics seem to gravitate towards the escapist. He sings
of beaches, planets, “shady places tucked away”even the synth patches are reminiscent of another

ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
FIRST LISTEN
TELL US MORE

era. Maybe that’s what makes this record your
perfect companion for lazing in Bannerman.

REVIEW BY RAJIV THAVANATHAN
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New Zealand. “We knew that

A New Album,
Record Label,
and World-wide
Tour for The
Once: A Chance
Encounter with
Passenger Has
Done a Ton for
the Band

BY RYAN BELBIN

we had to make choices like
this in our lives or we weren’t

Music

We knew that
we had to make
choices like this
in our lives or we
weren’t going to go
any further.

going to go any further. What do
you have to talk about if you don’t do
anything?” Hollett mused.
Of the twelve songs on their first album, the
only original material was two instrumental

PHOTO: CHRIS LEDREW
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compositions, whereas Departures is all
original, with the exception of two covers
that the band felt inherently belonged in the
collection. In some ways it’s a declaration that
The Once are not a Newfoundland folk band

Christmas at the earliest, but the band agrees

again I think this shouldn’t be happening to

per se, but rather a folk band that happen to be

that this tour gives them an opportunity to

us,” Hollett says. The list of things they had

from (and influenced by) Newfoundland.“People

work out what live arrangements and set lists

left to do before leaving was long and the

really have no problem coming up to you after a

work the best, so that when it comes time to

heat had them frazzled, but the excitement

show saying, ‘That’s not what I was expecting.

officially tour the album in the spring of 2015,

was palpable. “I’m just so grateful, and that’s

I wanted to hear good old Newfoundland tunes

they will be prepared.

why, when we’re on the road, we have to take
advantage of every single second, because it

— I wanted to hear I’se the B’y and stuff like
that,’” Churchill says. “Our choice was to take

As much as the next year is mapped out

might not be here tomorrow. It really might

what everybody had taught us, what we learned

in flight itineraries and window seats of

not, and I know that sounds really clichéd, but

left for a seven-month world

from Great Big Sea, what we learned from Figgy

a tourbus, the band agrees that the most

I believe that to be so true.”

tour, the band acknowledged

Duff, what we learned from Pamela Morgan and

important thing to be aware of is the moment.

Anita Best, everybody who’s come before us,

Because, like everything else, it’s something

and then add to it.”

that departs all too quickly. “Every now and

Forty-eight hours before they

they’ve been very fortunate
this year.

And though they cannot isolate a single
“Passenger offered us tickets to go see his

moment where they gained that sense of

show in Edinburgh, and we were lying in bed,

self-awareness, The Once acknowledge that all

feeling guilty—it was like, we should really

three of them were somewhat dissatisfied with

go, because you know when people say to

playing other people’s material and having to

us, ‘I’ll come see your show,’ and they don’t,

explain themselves one too many times. With

and nobody shows up? What if nobody shows

three capable writers who have shared similar

up and sees his show?” Phil Churchill laughs

life experiences over the past few years,

about it now, recalling how they went, only to

they found the material they were writing fit

find that everyone in the sold-out club knew

together almost seamlessly.

all the words to Passenger’s songs.
Departures sounds familiar, but there is a
It wasn’t long after that that he and his

newfound confidence. Songs about death

bandmates, Geraldine Hollett and Andrew

(“The Town Where You Lived”), loss (“Fool

Dale, went to Australia to be Passenger’s

For You”), love (“You Lead, I Will Follow”), and

backing band for his new release, Whispers.

lore (“The Nameless Murderess”) are timeless

During that recording process, The Once

themes in a folk medium, but the experiences

simultaneously finished their own fourth

that underlie the songs are unique, spoken in

album, Departures, and were signed by the

a voice you believe.

same major record label, Nettwerk Music
Group, to whom Passenger is signed.

Departures was released on August 5th, and
The Once still hadn’t seen the finished album

They’re currently on a worldwide tour with

when they left St. John’s. Local fans may be

Passenger that is taking them across North

disappointed that the band won’t be promoting

America, Europe, and as far as Australia and

the new songs in their home province until

Read an extended version
of this article on our website.
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“It’s a very
manly film, with
men feeling
feelings.”

Jordan Canning
Heading to
TIFF with
Feature-length
We Were Wolves
BY LAUREN POWER

Jordan Canning is getting
ready to take her first featurelength film to the film festival
that launched Silver Linings
Playbook, The King’s Speech,
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vulnerable, amazing, emotional performances
that come from the stuff that brothers go
through.”
Canning co-wrote the script with Steve
Cochrane, who also co-produced the film and
plays older brother Danny. “I think sometimes
you can find a collaborator that you really click
with. With Steve, in every way, it worked. We
both like working really fast. He would pump
out a draft and he’d send it to me and I’d throw
myself into it … and he really challenged me to
push the story into weirder and darker places.
I think that really helped, because sometimes,
when you’re writing, you get thinking ‘no, this
is too crazy’ or ‘no, he would never do that.’
It helps to have someone say ‘no, he would
do that … and he would do something even
worse!’ It was just a good complementary
relationship.”

and Slumdog Millionaire.
With the film complete, Canning is shifting
Canning’s film, We Were Wolves, a

gears and heading to Toronto for the Toronto

comedy-drama about “family, fuck-ups,

International Film Festival. “It’s just so nice,”

and forgiveness,” premieres at the Toronto

says Canning. “You work so hard on a film and

International Film Festival this September.

getting through it, in the end, you’re kind of
exhausted. You’re running out of steam and

In the film, two estranged brothers return

you’re running out of money, and you have

to the family cottage to sort through their

to get back to your job because you haven’t

recently deceased father’s possessions. Over

been to work in seven months. So, it’s really

the course of three days, they must learn to let

great when you have a platform like TIFF to

go of the man they mythologized and accept

launch the film and get it into the world. Then,

responsibility for the men they have become.

hopefully, that will set the stage for the rest of
the film’s life.”

Though she’s an only child, Canning has
what she calls an “academic infatuation with

A good reception at TIFF could lead to a wider

siblings,” which helped the story grow. “To be

release for We Were Wolves, but Canning is

so entwined with another person genetically,

happy at the moment. “I think all I care about

but to actually have very little in common (or so

is lots of people seeing it,” says Canning. “I

you think), is a dynamic I’ve wanted to explore

think that if we didn’t get into TIFF, I would’ve

for a long time,” says Canning. “Brothers,

just put the film up online and sent it out to

especially, felt like a particularly complicated

the world, ‘cause that’s why you make a film.

relationship. It’s a very manly film, with men

That hopefully someone will see it and feel

feeling feelings,” says Canning. “There’s

something.”

Visual & Performance Arts
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Kathy Oke
Selected to
Complete LSPU
Hall’s Stairwell
Mural

ARTWORK: KATHYOKEART.COM
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BY MARTIN POOLE

Kathy Oke is quickly

illustrate an environment that will present

gaining momentum in the

the space as a whole, “I’m looking forward

visual arts scene, and has been

to working on the perpendicular walls,

selected to paint a mural on the

and to use the angles to my advantage in

LSPU Hall’s landmark stairwell.
Although Kathy has been creating digital
artwork for the past few years (see issue
three of the Overcast for the article “A
Colourful Life”), she says her interest in
painting is currently being re-explored. “I’ve

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.

been working on creating a series of paintings
collaboratively with Joe Fowler (of Eastern
Edge), and rediscovering my love for the
medium. For the past two years my work

Dale Kirby, MHA
St. John’s North

has been focused on experimenting with light
through digital photography and installation,
and painting sat on the back burner for
a while. Painting was where my love for

@dalegkirby
709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca

creating art really started to develop, and it’s

creating the illusion that it is one space
as opposed to two separate surfaces. The
space is presenting me with a lot of unique
and exciting obstacles that I would never be
faced with otherwise, and I can’t wait to dive
in and work them all out.”
Oke’s concept for the mural is to narrate
the theatrical history of the space while
evoking her own interests. In short, she’ll
create a subjective and interactive element to
depict the bustle of Duckworth Street. “The
stairs that split the two main walls provide
an opportunity to create the appearance
of theatre seating, placing passers-by at
centre stage in front of a roaring standing

been a lot of fun to reintroduce myself to the

ovation. With commuters passing through

process and create images that I’m really

the area, the stairs dividing the two halves

excited about.”

of the mural will appear as the aisle in the
theatre, providing an interactive element to

Avalon Homeopathy

Enhancing & Maintaining Health

Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath

• Safe, gentle, natural
• Holistic & individualized
• Now accepting new patients

DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

Oke currently has many murals behind her,

the design. The committee has been really

and enjoys the potential that the diverse

amazing and accommodating in helping me

surfaces of mural painting can offer. “Working

hone the idea and take steps to ensure a

at a scale, where you are so much smaller

smooth process. I’m feeling very confident in

than your canvas, is a really interesting

the final design, and with all of the support

feeling. You need to really exert energy to

the committee is offering.”

move the paint around. It’s a great feeling
to step back from the surface and see it all

Oke admits her own excitement at being

coming together.”

selected for this venture, “I really enjoy
seeing public art around the city, and admire

753-0155

•

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)

Oke is considering the geometric qualities of

all of the other mural works in the downtown

the stairwell itself. Her plan is not to treat the

area. Getting the chance to make my own

surfaces as two-dimensional but rather to

mark on the city is a dream come true.”

Visual & Performance Arts
The novel addresses a real-life event from our

she won the $2,000 Cuffer Prize for short

city’s recent past: Dr. Shirley Turner’s murder-

fiction with an adapted excerpt from the novel

suicide. Turner was awaiting extradition to

in progress. Around that time, she also won

The States for the alleged murder of her

The Atlantic Film Festival’s $10,000 Script

ex-boyfriend, when she murdered her son

Development Award to write a feature-length

Zachary and killed herself. But Shirley Turner
isn’t at the core of Wanda’s novel. Her book
focuses on the devastating fall-out of her
crime, and how the province’s reactionary
course of action tore local families -- and our
foster care system -- apart.

progress, Rabbittown.

“One of the things that became very clear
when researching this novel was how

a live reading of their script with audience

removed the system was from the actual

reaction. She’ll be working with director Josh

welfare of the kids. So, I decided to pitch a

MacDonald.

story about a little boy growing up on social
“The first time I heard actors read one of my

than the name of the character and the social

scripts it felt like someone had turned on the

conditions, the screenplay is completely

lights and I didn’t even know the room was

different than the novel. I chose magic for the

of foster care placements, they were put into

dark,” she says. “There’s much to learn from

film because I felt it was a great cinematic

a table read, like the obvious (what’s working

temporary living spaces, like hotels. You can

metaphor of possibility and hope. It’s about

and what’s not), but for me, it’s where you

imagine how traumatic that would be for the

Boxer’s journey from a harsh world that

know the script is not yours and that there are

kids. So, that is the political climate of the

doesn’t accept him to a place where he

a whole lot of story tellers who are going to

novel. Right now, the novel is about a family in

accepts himself.”

make it bigger than what is on the page. That

to more children being taken from their
families, and because of the limited number

Known around town for her
splendid editorial eyes on the
fiction and film of fellow writers,
Wanda Nolan has been enjoying
much success with her own work,
particularly a film script called
The Magic of Boxer Connors,
which grew out of her novel in

film, The Magic of Boxer Connors.

services who wants to be a magician. Other

“The reactionary move of the province led

BY CHAD PELLEY
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Offshoot: Wanda
Nolan’s Novel
in Progress Has
Inspired an Awardwinning Script to
Be Produced by
Pope Productions
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is the gift of the director and actors.”

crisis, a social worker, and a communications
person at the government, operating in the

This month, Wanda will return to the Atlantic

post-Turner, over-reactionary St. John’s.”

Film Festival because The Magic of Boxer

Her feature length film will be another great

Connors is this year’s selection for the

local movie to keep an eye out for: Pope

Nolan has benefitted greatly from plucking

festival’s Script Out Loud event, which offers

Productions (Rare Birds, Grown Up Movie

side projects from this manuscript. In 2012,

a filmmaker the unique opportunity of seeing

Star) will be producing it.

NEWFOUNDLAND’S
ONLY 100% ELECTRIC
VEHICLE DEALER
Green Rock sells warrantied, pre-owned electric
vehicles, as well as charging stations and E-bikes.
Our carefully selected inventory includes the Nissan Leaf,
Chevrolet Volt, and the Amego Bold and Fold.
VISIT OUR SHOW ROOM AT 835 TOPSAIL ROAD

Join the Movement!

Go electric and make an environmental impact.
John Gordon (john@greenrockevs.com)
Sarah Halliday (sarah@greenrockevs.com)
greenrockevs.com • 709-769-5995 •

Join us to celebrate
the launch of

JACK,

THE

KING

OF

ASHES

a new Jack tale
by Andy Jones & Darka Erdelji
Thursday, October 2 nd
5 pm - 7 pm
The Cox & Palmer Second Space
LSPU Hall
Victoria Street, St. John’s
There will be tunes, treats,
and of course,
a brief reading by Andy.

www.runningthegoat.com
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tears in my eyes when I saw Jimmy

across the ground and took off down the hill.

THIS MONTH’S OVERCAST SHORT

following his shoes.

The crowd stared until I walked away with

Regal Hill

“Hey Jimmy, wanna smoke?”

footprints until I made the turn to my house.

He made eye contact and it was like he

I never bothered to go to the doctor, though

couldn’t find the spot on the ground where he

my hands could have used a stitch or two.

BY JOSH PENNELL

left off. I saw the wound open.

When I did come out of my room my brothers

my head down, my feet filling in Jimmy’s

wouldn’t speak to me. I got similar treatment

On the street where I grew up, the

wasn’t the spot for a fella only too willing to

higher up on the hill your house,

try and move his family up to higher ground by

the tougher your family.
Our house was at the very top and my three
brothers wore their reputations on their
knuckles. They could each smack the lips off
a horse. I, on the other hand, lived in the long
shadow they cast down over Regal Hill. I lived
in the house at the very top and I lost every
fight I ever fought.
Now as much as my brothers took care of
me, if I decided to raise my fists they had
enough respect for the hill to stay out of it.
So by the age of thirteen I had more stitches
in me than one of Nan’s quilts. And whenever
they fell out I put them in an envelope on
the windowsill in my room along with a few
rattled teeth. That unravelled blue ribbon
allowed me to stroll the hill with my head
held half mast. Walking into a fight you might
win takes no guts at all, in my opinion. Try
walking into one knowing you’ll lose.
Ronald Drover lived in the house at the very
bottom of the hill. His father drove a semi and
always took the scenic route home. His finely
crafted mother worked the pool hall at the
bottom of the street called The Brass Rack.
“There’s a golden rack at the Brass Rack,” was
the word all over the hill. Needless to say,
Ronald could scrap. He was at the bottom of
the hill trying to fight his way up and I was at

beating others into it. A week later the house
was empty and that was the last we saw of
the golden rack, leaving the only wound of
mine that never healed.
We all watched with curiosity knowing full
well the lousy tattoo that came with the
mortgage of One Regal Hill. Then one day in
spring a rusted blue time capsule pulled up
with a rawboned mother, her hair tied in pig
tails in a cheerless effort to look younger.
Her brother moved her in. When he rumbled
away, a young fella was standing in front of
the truck, a cap tight over his eyes and a jean
jacket swinging from his limbs. His head
was so low he looked intimidated by the new
leaves sprouting above him. We thought him
too young first but then he showed up in my
grade. Just old enough to butcher.
But if ever there was a young fella who
belonged at the very bottom of Regal Hill it
was Jimmy Spence. He hardly lifted his head,
manoeuvring around poles and mailboxes with
a sixth sense. On the hill there had to be an
opening, some wound to slip your salty fingers
into. Somebody who lived at the bottom with
no will to move up couldn’t be beaten down

“Have a smoke!” I called out again and slid

from the crowd in the neighbourhood. At least

one my shoulder bought down from my ear.

for a spell. The hill is long but its memory is

Everybody watched Jimmy shuffle over with

short. At least in some regards. Soon all was

his fingers held out. As soon as he touched

in order again. Except for one thing. Jimmy

the butt I clocked him on the arm and down

never showed up to class. I went by his house

he went.

with a rare Regal Hill apology but nobody
answered. Then one day, there was the blue

“They’re a bruise each,” I said and pulled up

time capsule all filled up again. His mother

my sleeve to show the currency.

was just swinging her bird like hips into the
cab. You could hang a coat off her cheek

A swell of laughter went through the crowd. I

bones. I saw Jimmy’s lowered head through

couldn’t stop now. I stood over him and held

the window as they drove away.

out another as though he could pull himself
up with it. It was too much for even Jimmy

That night I sat in my window and held the

Spence to walk away from. He stood and I lay

envelope in my hands. I thought about all the

into his other shoulder. His legs triangled, his

wounds those stitches tried to hold closed. I

hands sliding on the ground as he bent from

opened the window and poured the envelope

the waist. More nervous laughter and my

out, the teeth clinking as they struck the drain

smile gave it the spurs to coax it along.

pipe on the way down to the sidewalk, the
stitches sailing out onto the night wind that

Whether Jimmy grabbed a hold of me to pull

was blowing from the very top to the very

me down or reached to keep himself up, I’ll

bottom of Regal Hill.

never know but down we both went and the
laughter really went up this time. Wiping the
muddy snow from my neck and face, I caught
Jimmy out of the corner of my eye. His eyes
met mine and I guess Jimmy Spence tossed a
little salt my way then.
When the first smack actually connected,
I almost fell back in surprise but managed to

any further. I should have left it at that but the

lay into his face again before I went over top

envelope on my windowsill was ready to burst.

of him. Then it was right after right after right

Jimmy looked like he had nothing to lose but I

with my left holding Jimmy’s bunched

just felt like I’d never won anything.

up skin and collar. I was breathing so hard
I was drooling.

the top trying to do the same.

Josh Pennell is a journalist living in St. John’s.
He’s worked in all media forms and has
contributed to programs and publications
through the various roles of host, reporter,
producer, editor and writer. He currently
works for The Telegram.

Submit your
short stories!
We publish one a month and pay $75.

One of my brothers tossed me aside and I

All submissions will also be eligible

The only damage I caused the last time I

Louie O’Rourke was giving out smokes for

got up to go back at him. Jimmy stared up

for the $10,000 Journey Prize. Stories

fought him was my knuckles grazed the scruff

a smack on the arm. Our shoulders turned

at me with his eyes bulging and his face

must be less than 1,800 words, and

under his chin and came away rashy. One of

black as our lungs. I had half a deck on me

bleeding from so many places he looked like

previously unpublished.

the Catholic Cloths spotted him pummelling

but wanted two from Louie for reasons of

a partridge-berry tart. I loomed over him in

me and that was that. I guess One Regal Hill

prominence. I was rubbing my shoulder with

a fit of the shakes. He pulled himself back

submissions@theovercast.ca
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You’re from a place not unlike Sweetland
yourself. What’s made a townie of you?
Is part of this novel you having a
conversation with yourself about the type

New Michael Crummey
Novel Tackles Modern-day
Resettlement with Newfoundland
Humour, Universal Heartbreak,
& Vibrantly Rendered Characters

of town you’ve left behind?
I was made a townie by the same things that
threaten to make townies of us all. There’s
work here, there are theatres and great
music downtown, and there’s the Health
Sciences Centre and the Rooms, etc. While I
was writing the book, though, I just thought
it was an interesting situation to explore in
fiction. I certainly experienced some of the
same things being “forced” out of Buchans
when Dad was laid off in the late 70s. But
the novel didn’t feel personal really, though
I felt like I had hold to something deep. It
wasn’t until I finished a complete draft that it

BY CHAD PELLEY

Since the mid-90s, Michael
Crummey’s body of work
– including fiction, non-

With books like yours resonating with so

don’t see an obvious or sensible solution

occurred to me I was unconsciously working

many people, and movies like The Grand

to the problems these places are facing.

with memories of watching my father live

Seduction getting such a strong reaction

And the people living in these places often

with cancer. Sweetland’s story could almost

to the loss of outport culture, why do you

don’t either. But there is something a bit

be read as an allegory of a person facing a

think modern-day resettlement continues

off-putting about some of our attempts to

terminal illness. And in my eyes, resettlement

to happen, if we all agree it’s sad to see?

package and market the culture of this place,

is just the set up for the real story of the

fiction, and poetry – has been

Newfoundland outports are located where

what Ed Riche calls playing dress-up for the

novel, which is mortality, and what how we

remarkably and deservingly

they are because of their proximity to the

tourists. And I don’t want to exclude myself

face it says about us.

fishing grounds. And, economically speaking,

from that kind of criticism, either. Even a

in most of these locations there is absolutely

book like Sweetland could be seen that

There’s a nice sense of humour in the

no other reason to be there. Without the

way, as a questionable attempt to package

book and character. Was that intentional

cod, no one in their right minds would have

our culture for mainstream consumption.

to spare it from being too maudlin? Was

picked these spots to live. The cod made

Which is why Queenie is so dismissive of the

it intentional to capture how bred into our

these communities possible. And the loss of

Newfoundland books she reads. And why

culture humour is?

that fishery has left these places without a

Sweetland ends up pitching the novel he

I think I was mostly just wanting to make the

sustainable economic core. It’s sad to see, and

tries to finish reading for her into the ocean. I

probably inevitable. Some communities will

wanted to give those people the opportunity

find other ways to make a go of it, I’m sure.

to give me and my book the finger.

of becoming overly serious or maudlin, given

Moses Sweetland is such a distinct

completely natural, given how people in this

well-received, and while diverse
in their literary genre or plot,
his books all share one trait:
Crummey’s deep affection for
Newfoundland culture.
“I’m a maudlin guy, I guess,” he says of writing
on the matter of a culture in decline in his new
release. “There’s plenty going on around here
that a writer could choose to work with besides
this particular element. Lots of writers do. But
for some reason, these kinds of stories are right
in my wheelhouse.” Unlike his previous novels,
this one is not historical fiction, and is set in
the modern day. The community of Sweetland
is being offered a government resettlement
package, of significant financial
value. The catch is that each
resident will only be paid if
ALL residents agree to move,
which makes for some great,
interesting conflict, and what’s a
novel without conflict? One man
– Moses Sweetland – resists the

But a lot of the smallest and most isolated
will probably disappear.
In the novel, two characters joke about
turning Sweetland into an ecotourism
spot after the place is vacated, so others
can enjoy the “Sweet Life in Sweetland.”
Were you intentionally addressing
the sting of our province trying
to celebrate a culture it’s
actively eradicating as well?
Well, I don’t know about “actively
eradicating.” If you mean the
process of resettlement, I’d say
it’s the government making

package, and the community

the best of an impossible

reacts in a multitude of ways,

situation. I wouldn’t want to

from death threats to

be the Minister of Municipal

veiled respect.

Affairs, for love nor money. I

character. How much of you admires
him and his conviction to stay in his
hometown? Would YOU have taken
the package?
I’m pretty sure I wouldn’t have it in me to
resist the pressure of everyone I know and
love. I lack the intestinal fortitude and the gall
required to piss off an entire town to serve
my own interests. Sweetland had to be a
particular kind of character in order to do just
that. And I have mixed feelings about him, as
a result. But what I do admire in him, without
reservation, is his fight in the second half of
the book. I think we will all face moments in
our lives where the options are fight or give up
for good. And I’d love to think I might have half
of Sweetland’s guts in that situation.

book interesting, to make sure there was a
bit of life in it. There was definitely a danger
the subject matter. But the humour also felt
part of the world act around one another. I
just put these characters in a room together,
and that’s how they got on.
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Death Row Inmates & Anti-war Demonstrations:
Shoshanna Wingate’s Unconventional Childhood
at the Core of Her Remarkable New Book of Poems

Clear-eyed,
musical, deeply
considered and deeply
felt, Radio Weather
is brilliantly crafted
and wise.”

normal world. I wanted guidance, or at least
understanding. I wanted to know how to get
along. My parents did not prepare me to get
along in the normal world.”

—Patrick Warner

Shoshanna’s life nowadays seems relatively
normal. She chases after two young
daughters, and when she can, reads, writes,
naps, drinks coffee, goes for long walks.

BY KERRI CULL

Home was not a place—it was a yearning.”

she remembered. “I learned that Sammy
had been convicted of armed robbery and

This outcast perspective shows in

murder and sentenced to die. He had been on

Shoshanna’s poetry. The dual sides to every

Death Row until the Supreme Court of South

story, the different ways one can look at the

Carolina struck down the death penalty and

world and truth. “I wanted to write poetry that

all the death row inmates were released back

rested between certainties, as life did, without

into general population. The warden of CCI

resorting to literary games or tricks. Memory

at the time was very liberal and instituted a

is elastic, so why pretend it’s neat and tidy?”

number of programs to help the prisoners

While Shoshanna’s life was not neat and tidy,

– like a prisoner’s union and a visitation

“We often didn’t have running water or

her poetry certainly is. Even though it’s her

program. This is where we came in.”

electricity. I knew at an early age I was not

first collection, you know you are reading the

like other kids,” says Shoshanna. “What I

work of an elite writer.

Raised by nomadic, activist
parents in the Deep South of the
U.S., Shoshanna was entrenched
in a rebellious subculture that
was surrounded by tradition.

Shoshanna adds that he maintained his
innocence until the day he died. “Later, the

did have was freedom — in that I wasn’t

Before she had children, she enjoyed writing
for four or five hours at a time. “Now, I find
I allow myself less time to wander in my
reading or writing. When I have free time, I get
down to business. I pick a poem or two and
devote myself in a frenzy of energy to a very
specific task. This and only this. And I focus
all of my attention to what I’ve chosen as my
task for that time. It works. I am less forgiving
with my work. I cut mercilessly. There’s no
time to say, I’ll come back to this later. My
diminished free time has freed me from some
of my neurotic habits.”
Radio Weather is divided into parts, and the

sheltered from the outside world. [My parents]

One subject broached in the book is the

Supreme Court reinstituted the death penalty

exposed me to a wide range of experiences

relationship her father had with a prisoner.

and Sammy was put back on Death Row. He

poems, while equally brilliant, are different

at an early age, brought me to anti-Vietnam

She recounts this relationship through

was executed in 1998, seven years after my

in subject and tone. They reflect Shoshanna’s

demonstrations as a toddler, and socialized

her own memories from childhood. Every

father died.”

unusual upbringing and her consequent take

with Allen Ginsberg, Grace Paley, and Jane

Saturday for a year, Shoshanna, at nine

Fonda. Both Allen and Jane stayed at our

years old, would visit Sammy Roberts, who

Shoshanna was deeply hurt when she

sometimes arresting, always beautiful

home in Atlanta when my parents worked

was in for armed robbery, or so she was

learned the truth about Sammy’s life, and

collection.

with the War Resister’s League. I was allowed

told. “The prison was in Columbia, South

the reality of that story was hard to reconcile

to do almost anything, within reason, if I could

Carolina, where we lived. We brought picnics

with her childhood memory. “As an adult, I

present a convincing case for it. And I was

and games and sometimes friends. I don’t

asked myself—what was my father thinking,

given the freedom to wander off on my own

know how my father and Sammy got along.

taking a child of nine into a maximum

around my city without adult supervision.”

Sammy always looked happy to see us. He

security prison? If he didn’t question the

was very sweet, soft spoken. He and I played

appropriateness of this, then what about the

This lasted until she was twelve, and moved

backgammon on a travel set I always brought

safety? I met lots of prisoners during our

to New York to live on suburban Long Island

with me. We spent a few holidays with him,

visits. Were they from Death Row, too? Does

with her mother and sister. “My new home

Thanksgiving I think, at special prison events.

it matter? Nothing bad ever happened to me

in the developments was confusing and

One day we were told there was a prison riot

in those visits. I was never harmed. I wasn’t

restricted. I enjoyed a lot of the benefits, like

and visitations were cancelled until further

scared. Still, I wonder if I have displaced some

ballet classes and trips to NYC, but I was

notice. We never saw Sammy again.”

of the scarier details in my memory.”

on life, which makes for a wholly original,

stifled too because I was expected to follow
this middle class lifestyle that went against

A few years ago, when Shoshanna

my nature: TV, malls, checking in wherever

was working on a memoir

in exceptional poems

you are. Eventually, I rebelled. I found the

piece about that experience,

that originated in unique

outcast cliques, I guess the familiar.”

she searched for some more

experience. “Like many

These memories have resulted

information. Her father was no

writers, my family was/is

As an adult now, she says she found it very

longer around. He died from AIDS

dysfunctional. I sought an

hard to live in one place for any significant

twenty years ago, so she decided

escape through literature.

period of time. It’s how she wound up in St.

to look for people in his circle who

Cliché, I know, but there it

John’s. “This wandering lifestyle meant I didn’t

might be able to help. She tracked

is. I remember I read novels

have a static set of images or experiences

down a lawyer who had known

to learn how normal people

to draw from. I didn’t even have a consistent

him, and the story she received

behave, because I felt so

personality. I had chaos. Fractured memories.

was very different from the one

removed from the straight/

Shoshanna’s poetry and fiction have
been published in The New Quarterly,
The Fiddlehead, and Arc Poetry Magazine.
A poetry chapbook, Homing Instinct,
appeared from Frog Hollow Press in 2012.
She was also the founding editor of the
local arts & culture journal, Riddle Fence.
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For more information, or to purchase tickets for these and other shows, visit artsandculturecentre.com
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Saigon Bistro:
Keeping Pho in the Family, a Decade Later

11 Freshwater
Road
OPEN 12-9PM
Closed Mondays &
Thursdays

Long-time patrons of

parents: they were looking to rent the place

Vietnamese cooking is greatly admired

gardener myself,” he says, “I sometimes gather

downtown St. John’s will recall

before their children proposed the idea of

for its fresh ingredients, minimal use of oil,

from my own garden, but of course my small

Saigon Bistro to them. Their father not only

and reliance on herbs and vegetables ...

back yard is not enough to meet demands.”

said yes, he helped decorate the place and

it is considered one of the healthiest

That could be because of the generous portions

provided a creative solution to the city not

cuisines worldwide.”

of fresh herbs on their plates – there was more

the old Saigon Cafe on the west
end of Water Street. The newly
opened Saigon Bistro shares
the same restaurant name

allowing them potlights – checkout the decorfitting fluorescent light covers in the restaurant.

fresh mint on my dishes than I knew what do
Saigon’s menu relies heavily on fresh herbs and

with. In fact, Saigon closes on Mondays and

vegetables, so they source their ingredients

Thursdays so they can go gather more fresh

While Tuan’s parents are currently acting as the

locally. In fact they have established a

ingredients.

main chefs, their trainees will assume the role

partnership with Mt. Scio Farm. “Jeremy Carter

permanently. “With the comfort of knowing

and the rest of the people there have been so

With regards to menu changes between the

that we will only pull them out of retirement

accommodating, and I love the ability to go pick

old and new generations of Saigon, Tuan says,

A decade after their parents closed up shop

temporarily, we approached our parents and

my own ingredients.” Tuan is an avid gardener

“We did change the menu quite a bit from

on Water Street, siblings Phung and Tuan

asked them to help us train in the staff we

and herb-hunting harvester himself, so,

Saigon Cafe, mainly eliminating the Chinese

Ly decided to revive their parents’ business

will need, and they were very supportive. We

chasing down fresh ingredients feels more like

and Canadian items. But even then, we still had

of offering authentic Vietnamese food to St.

have our kitchen figured out, a head chef to

fun than work for him.

many Vietnamese dishes to choose from. We

John’s. “My sister and I have been talking about

do the cooking, one to prepare the ingredients

this venture for the last three years, since we’ve

and garnish the dishes, and another to do the

Given the notorious difficulty of getting fresh

seen how Newfoundland’s food culture has

appetizers.”

produce to our island, there have been some

because it’s the same family
name behind the operation.

evolved so much. Our only reservation was not
wanting to trouble our parents.”

plan on switching up the menu down the road
so that our guests can try our other dishes.”

barriers, but none that can stop him. “Our most

It’s safe to say guests will be coming back for

In Vietnamese cuisine, a meal is supposed

recent issue was trying to source fresh bean

more of whatever they’re serving: it’s nothing

to combine five fundamental taste elements:

sprouts, which proved to be difficult, so now

to see a lineup outside the building, or staff

But their parents have happily come out of

wood, fire, earth, metal, and water. “Each dish

we’re growing our own. We have them on a

members running out for more supplies mid-

retirement to train new chefs. In fact, even

has a distinctive flavour, which reflects one

cycle, so we’ll have a fresh batch every day.”

shift. Business has been booming from day one

the space the restaurant is in belongs to their

or more of these taste elements. Traditional

And his sprouts are first-rate. “Being an avid

for Saigon Bistro. “We were all quite surprised

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL
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EXPLORE IN
YOUR OWN
CLASSROOM

We’re listening
Fresh & Seasonal
Flavours from the French
& Italian Riviera

Lorraine Michael, mha
signal hill - quidi vidi

(709) 729-0270
lorrainemichael@gov.nl.ca

220 Water Street
178 Water Street
St. John’s
709-754-1678
tavolaonwater.ca

Lorraine Michael
@lorrainemichael

709-579-4453
www.theoutfitters.nf.ca
#backtoschool
PHOTO: TIM KEMPLE

CN070814B_TNF_Outfitters_Overcast Ad_2_BTS.indd 1

It’s a very fresh dish, with so much going on

stuffed and marinated before roasting, and is

that each forkful reveals a slightly different and

then portioned for the two duck dishes they

flavour-packed surprise.

offer. The sauce for this dish is made from the
marinade reduction after the roasting process.

at the turnout on our opening day.
In fact, it was quite humbling to receive so
much support from our guests. Everyone was
very kind and patient with us while we worked

“These items are the signature dishes that

There are a few items seen as novelty items

represent the Vietnamese staple diet. Other

in St. John’s that are also garnering word-

items that have been quite popular are our

on-the-street buzz, like their Vietnamese

Five Spice Soup, Barbecued Duck on Rice, and

condensed milk iced coffee (Ca Phe Sua), and

the Hot and Sour Fish.” The Hot and Sour Fish

the delectable dessert option of Banh Chuoi

is one of the most delightful, unique flavour

Chien: deep fried banana with vanilla ice cream.

combinations available in the St. John’s food

It’s even better than it sounds.

scene. This deep-fried, very flavourful fish
dish boasts and balances so much flavour

And good news for Rabbittown dwellers: there

one could call the recipe a culinary circus

is now a healthy alternative to takeout options

trick. To anyone unfamiliar with Vietnamese,

like Fabulous Foods and Ches’s or Leo’s

the taste sensation is so foreign it’s almost

Fish’n’Chips! “People can call in for take-out

Their Pho is on par with many of Montreal’s

mesmerizing. And that’s the beauty of Saigon –

orders. Many even call hours in advance. The

finest Vietnamese places. I also tried the Bun

our food culture is no doubt booming and just

dining room is small, with seating for only

Bi, and highly recommend it; it’s rice vermicelli

as we asked what could come next to broaden

twenty. Sometimes people who intended to

noodles with fresh herbs and spices, shredded

it even more, Saigon opened its doors.

dine-in will order take-out instead.”

lettuce, cucumber, carrot, cabbage, peanuts, and

The BBQ duck with steamed rice, known as

a generous shredded pork topping, served with

Com Vit Quay, is worth beating the crowds

Due to popular request, they’re also selling

crispy Cha Giò (spring rolls) that are crushed and

for. “We only prepare about a dozen servings

200ml bottles of their in-house chilli sauce for

roasted, and contain shrimp and barbecue pork.

a day and they always sell out.” Each duck is

$5.00, tax included.

out our kinks.”
Tuan says their Pho, Bun Bi, and Bun Thit Nuong
are emerging as their most popular dishes.
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Hot Tip for
the Uncultured:
What’s “Pho”
& How to Eat It
Pho is a staple in Vietnamese cuisine; it is
to Vietnam what chip trucks are to George
Street. Saigon Bistro makes a killer bowl
of Pho, so be sure to order it if you’ve
never had a bowl. Pho is a soup consisting
of broth, thick “bánh pho” rice noodles,
and meat. At Saigon, there are four meat
options. Your bowl of soup will come with
a plate of alpha sprouts, some fresh herbs,
and hot sauce – this is not a side salad. The
idea is you taste the broth, decide what
you think it needs, then start tearing your
fresh herbs into bits and throw them in the
soup. The bean sprouts simply add a nice,
fresh crunch. “Thai” basil – a sharper form
of regular basil – is a common herb for this
dish, and Saigon has it in their mix of herbs.
“Half the fun of Pho,” Tuan says, “is tearing
up these side plate ingredients and throwing
them in the soup. The heat
of the soup draws out
the flavours.”

Entrepreneurs
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Jeremy Charles & Six
Renowned Canadian
Chefs To Serve Up
Third Annual “Dinner
for Levi” Fundraiser
For Janeway’s
Neonatal Unit

by the most loving and
compassionate nurses
and doctors,” he says.
“Although he lived for

The seven
course tasting menu
will feature a dish from
each chef, with
wine pairings.

The event will be a sevencourse feast, and the meal will
“showcase not only the talent of
these chefs, but the bounty of

a short time, he was a

Newfoundland - codfish, diver

fighter and made an enormous

scallops, partridge, sea urchin

impact on everyone around him.

and rabbit, just to name a few.”

This fundraiser is our way of giving back to

The seven course tasting menu will feature a

the staff of the neonatal unit, and a way of

dish from each chef, with wine pairings. There

keeping our son’s spirit alive.”

will also be a live auction with auctioneer Chris

PHOTO: RAYMONDSRESTAURANT.COM
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O’Dea. “The auction will focus on fine art, as
Last year, the event raised close to sixty grand,

On Tuesday September 23,

well as various unique items and excursions.”

twelve grand more than the inaugural year,

Raymonds Restaurant will be

and the momentum continues to grow. The

Jeremy says that each chef has chosen a local

cooking up a great meal for

plan is to host different chefs every year, and

product as the highlight of their dish. Some

this year they’ve gone all out. Charles will be

will have the opportunity to forage and catch

is a breathing machine with the newest

joined by notable chefs from across the country

what they will be cooking in the days before

technology available.”

whom foodies will no doubt recognize: Connie

the event.

an even greater cause: The
neonatal unit at The Janeway
Children’s Hospital Foundation.

The ticket cost of $400 includes tax and

DeSousa and John Jackson from Charcut in
Calgary, Brandon Olsen from Bar Isabel in

Money from the first year’s event was used

gratuity. Raymonds is currently accepting

The event, now in its third year, is named after

Toronto, Antonio Park from Park Restaurant

to purchase medical equipment that lowers

reservations on a first come, first served

the first son of Raymonds’ executive chef and

in Montreal, Jesse Vergen from St. John Ale

a patient’s body temperature in order to help

basis. Call 579-5800 to reserve a seat, treat

co-owner, Jeremy Charles. “Levi was born

House in New Brunswick, Dave Bohati from

reduce the risk of tissue injury. “The second

your tastebuds, help make a measureable

prematurely at twenty-five weeks, and was

Market in Calgary, and Jonathan Goodyear

year we raised $58,000 and the money was

mark on your community, and feel as good

cared for in the Neonatal Unit at the Janeway,

from the RCYC in Toronto.

used to purchase a neonatal ventilator, which

as the food is bound to taste.
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Who’s The Boss?
DREW BROWN ON THE THREE MEN RUNNING TO LEAD US

After their recent buzzkill of a botched coronation, the local Progressive Conservatives are once again full swing into a
leadership race – this time, notably, involving an actual race. John Ottenheimer, Paul Davis, and Steve Kent are all hoping
to snag the Premiership at the PC convention this September. This means that – unlike last time – whoever becomes the
next Premier will have actually sat in the House of Assembly at some point during the last ten years. So with that in
mind, it’s probably not a bad idea to profile the men who would be king (or kingmaker).

John Ottenheimer

Paul Davis

Steve Kent

former health minister in

Paul Davis came in later than Ottenheimer, he’s

Last but not least we

Danny Williams’ cabinet,

picked up by far the most endorsements from the party

signalled his intention to

establishment. First elected in 2010 after a stint as

run in Leadership II just

the mayor of CBS, he’s also got the widest breadth of

a few short hours after

experience in Cabinet, having overseen four separate

Frank Coleman quit. So far

portfolios. He’s also got the best alibi for sitting out

he has managed to pull a

the first PC leadership race – recovering from cancer

lot of the old guard (both in

is a full time job. But while polls show that Davis is the

John Ottenheimer, a

and out of caucus) into his

most popular candidate among both caucus and the

orbit with his strong anti-moose accident and pro-Come

wider electorate, it’s not clear how well he’s been able to

Home Year stances. Ottenheimer is seen by many of his

translate this goodwill into delegates for the convention.

supporters as a stalwart throwback to the good old days

Davis has also been the

under Danny Williams, but his less generous detractors

lightest of the three as

characterize him mainly as just old. Having sat out the

far as concrete policy

Kathy Dunderdale years, Ottenheimer is likely hoping to

proposals go, but that

play up the outsider factor and avoid the baggage of an

isn’t necessarily a bad

unpopular government. He’s also likely hoping that nobody

thing – if the Tories have

remembers anything that happened before 2009, lest they

learned anything from

recall that he was one of the health ministers who fumbled

their last eight months

last decade’s breast cancer testing scandal. Ottenheimer is

of leadership drama,

rumoured to be the favourite to win on the first ballot, but

it’s that sometimes

where the delegates go after that is anybody’s guess.

silence is golden.

have Steve Kent,
the quintessential
political keener who
took the leadership plunge just a few days after the birth
of his youngest child. As the most recent Minister of Public
Engagement, Kent has the social media scene on lockdown
– if your only experience with provincial politics is #nlpoli,
you’d be forgiven for thinking he’s leading with a thrillion
percent support. He’s been involved with public service
since before he was eligible to vote, and is now looking to
stitch the ‘youngest Premier in Confederation’ badge next to
‘youngest Mayor of Mount Pearl’ on his Scouts Canada sash.
Easily the most “progressive” of the conservatives vying for
the province’s highest office, Kent is on record supporting a
universal pharmacare program and lowering the voting age
to 16, among other things. He’s also straddling the most
uncomfortable position – marketing his youth as a shorthand
for ‘change’ with his commitment to staying the course for an
increasingly unpopular provincial government. Can someone
stand for both ‘change’ and ‘continuity’ at one and the same
time? It’s a bit of a stretch. If nothing else, Kent is the most
gifted rhetorical contortionist.

All of this is also happening against the backdrop of slumping poll numbers and the very real danger that no one actually cares who the PCs elect as leader.
Disillusion with the governing party is running pretty high and there’s no guarantee whoever wins is going to be able to turn the ship around. In this light, it’s not
hard to imagine that the real question facing the delegates isn’t so much who would make the best premier, but who would make the best shepherd when the
party finds itself stranded in the political wilderness.
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Participating in density bonusing means
developers can build up to the full height. But it
means giving back some sort of amenity to the
community. “We gave the developers a list of
projects they could choose from, for example

WAKING UP IN THE
CITY WITH JACOB
ALLDERDICE

With ROT
we have an
explosion of
suburban-style
sprawl.

streetscape improvement, public art, subsidized
space for artists, affordable housing or
exemplary sustainable design and construction,”

So what changed with our
first zoning bylaw? After 1955,
St John’s lost its tramways and
railways, and won new roads
and highways. Roadway planning

St John’s and
the Detroit
Model: ROT

included Prince Phillip Drive--making
MUN the only major Canadian university

Developers Escape
Density Bonusing
in St. John’s

said Fillmore. “What we’re seeing as a result is

BY SHARON HO

Vancouver goes further by requiring developers

planning in St John’s has

to show their expenses and profit from a

some gaps. We call ourselves

development otherwise known as pro forma.“In

“the oldest city in North

Achievement Award, was until 1984 only a

America.”

highway-lover’s fantasy.

We boast of having been founded in 1497,

In 1984, an “Urban and Rural Land Act”

when John Cabot first waltzed through

became law. For the next nineteen

The recent approval of a
condo development on Mount
Cashel Road shed light on how

that developers still have that profit motive, but
we’re giving them a little extra height and we’re
saying use the profit from that extra height to
turn it back into a community benefit.”

Vancouver, they say we’re not going to give you
an approval until you show us your pro forma,
or open your books for us,” said Fillmore.

developers aren’t required

The history of urban

to be bisected by a divided highway; the
Harbour Arterial; the Crosstown Arterial;
and most gloriously, the Outer Ring
Road, which hacked across Pippy Park.
Of course, planning for the latter road,
which (with no apparent ironic intent) was
nominated for the 2002 Transportation
Association of Canada’s Environmental

to provide any community

Vancouver then gives the developer a certain

the Narrows and announced, “What a

years (a period of bust for the fishery

benefits to the neighbourhoods

percentage of the profit, but then takes the rest

great place to erect an aluminum fence!”

and boom for oil and oil-related

to ensure there are enough services such as

However, no record of this or other early

development) St John’s marched – and

schools and daycares in the area. St. John’s

planning initiatives remain.

built roadways – to the tune of this Act.

nor has one been proposed in the Envision St.

In fact, it was not until 1921 that St

Then in 2003 the first St John’s

John’s Municipal Plan.

John’s even incorporated. In this period

Municipal Plan was enacted, and it’s

other upstart settlements, including

under the guidance of this plan that the

But Councillor Tom Hann, chair of the Planning

Halifax, Toronto, New York, and Boston,

hens have come home to roost. Urban

and Development Standing Committee, says

had fleshed out the wilderness along

designers speak of the Detroit Model:

carefully planned trajectories. But in

“Roads Out of Town,” or “ROT.” With ROT

they build in.
KMK Capital refused to provide space for snow
storage and a park as part of its 27-condo
townhouse development, because doing so
would have required the development to be
reduced to twenty-three units, forcing the
developer to take a loss or increase the price on
these units, thereby making them unaffordable.
Other cities in Canada - Halifax, Toronto, and
Vancouver - use their ability to say no to a
development in order to require that developers
provide community benefit. This requirement is
known as density bonusing.

doesn’t have a density bonusing regulation,

developers have already been providing benefits
to the community. The developer of Kenmount
Terrace gave the city land to create a park and
walking trails. The office building, 351 Water
Street, has artwork in its lobby. Scotia Square
will provide a public seating area after its redevelopment.

St John’s, it took 458 years from our
putative “discovery” to the passage of
our first zoning bylaw, in 1955.
Is this to say no planning took place
here until the mid-20th century? Hardly.
Them as had money, made the plans. For
example, we had railways and tramlines

we have an explosion of suburban-style
sprawl, and a paucity of places to thrive
without an automobile. St John’s is
arguably the most car-dependent city in
Canada, and we have all the symptoms
of such dependence: low rates of
physical activity; high rates of diabetes
and related problems; low levels of

Halifax has height restrictions on its downtown

Ultimately though, Fillmore believes St. John’s

developments according to the city’s plan, HRM

has the power to say no to developments

level ground could be found. We had the

By Design. “We determined the appropriate

that only benefit the developer. “If St. John’s

establishment of Bowring Park, now

height of every development block downtown,

had a more evolved policy and was more

celebrating its centennial, laid out by

based on things like a adjacency to heritage

accustomed to dealing with sophisticated

Montreal landscape architect Rudolph

and adjacency to the public spaces,” said

developments, they would’ve had the

Cochius. We had the expropriation of 800

Andy Fillmore, Vice-President of Planning

confidence to say absolutely no [to the Mount

acres of farmland and forest, conducted by

and Development with the Nova Scotia

Cashel Road development],” said Fillmore.

a fledgling St John’s Housing Corporation

builders. It is expected to be passed

Waterfront Development Corporation and one

“[St. John’s could say] we’re open for

in 1944, which laid the way for Canada’s

into law in 2015. Will it change things?

of the creators of the plan. “Then we reduced

business but we’re not

first Garden City suburb, Churchill Park,

This writer, among many others, awaits

those heights by thirty percent in a blanket

open for business that only

and included land subsequently to become

“developments” with guarded optimism.

move unless you engage the city in a density

enriches the developer and

Memorial University.

We shall return to this subject.

bonusing program.”

not the community.”

connecting throughout the city, wherever

public transit spending.
Do we have it in us to redress these
issues? Most recently, this summer, a
new draft Municipal Plan was offered
to the city’s huddled architects and city
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New Operations Broadening Book Lending Options in Downtown St. John’s
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BY JACOB ALLDERDICE

Times are bleak for folks who

Free Library,’ wherein small hutches, typically

The Scope. The other, called “People to People

As for the P2PL, the stated focus is on books

just want to sit somewhere in

with gabled roofs, bright paint, and glass doors

Library” (P2PL), operates out of a couple of

“not available in the provincial library system.”

are mounted on a post in the front yard, inviting

suitcases, and has popped up a couple times

Thus, you might pick up a couple of interesting

passersby to borrow a book, and pass it along

this past summer, including at the Bannerman

books about free-range child-rearing (My Mother

or return it as they like, and to optionally share

Park Bandshell.

Wears Army Boots, or Rad Dad) or a variety of

peace and browse or read books,
hear a lecture, socialize quietly,
or just do nothing in this city.
Especially with cooler weather
coming on, the need for this

architecture books. The P2PL got its start from

a book in return. It’s a big step up from putting
a box of books out at the curb on garbage day.

Former Scope editor, Elling Lien, is the hand

books donated to the Occupy movement. Keep

The Little Free Library movement has a website

behind Open Bookshelves. One of his boxes is in

your eyes open for its next incarnation.

with DIY instructions.

front of the War Memorial on Duckworth Street;

service is stronger than ever.

the other is in Georgestown beside the bakery

These tiny operations, while hinting at the free

Here in St John’s, two similar operations

on Hayward Avenue. From his boxes you might

use of public space that great cities must offer,

Recently, two separate endeavours have created

have cropped up this summer: one, called

borrow an interesting book of short stories

ultimately only serve to underscore the poverty

small book lending operations based on a model

“Open Bookshelves St John’s,” uses outdoor

called Phone Losers of America, or perhaps an

of this city’s civic arena.

elsewhere in the world referred to as “My Little

newspaper vending boxes formerly owned by

old favourite, Pynchon’s Crying of Lot 49.

BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

and an admixture of general climatic dreariness
and gallows humour such as is found on The
Avalon. The English covet and struggle to grow
them but they do not have, despite all their
palaver about London “pea soupers,” a deep
understanding of fog-based silviculture.

New Brunswick trying to be witty at a dinner
party i.e. better not to. Larches, with several
aliases, are unusually nervous for a conifer and
are probably up to no good.

Townie Trees
A mature tree in the city is a
success, a great idea realized.
If someone planted it they have
all our blessing. If it was
a volunteer we cheer the tree’s
own enterprise.
Large deciduous trees are forgiven their vanity
because it is deserved. Horse Chestnuts around
St. John’s are for most of the year stolid,
graceless things but when they put on flowers
and exaggerate their architecture you concede
their magnificence. Their perfume is subtle.
The fruit, that spiny green medieval mace is
ridiculous but Horse Chestnuts get away with it
just as some people can get away with smoking
a pipe. And conkers is to The Higher Levels as
fencing is to Montparnasse.
Lilacs live across the street for years and you
consider them bent and old and pitiable until one
day in June when they get dolled up and take a
much younger lover. Lilacs are floozies.
Maples are Canadian weeds and unwelcome.
Laburnum or Golden Chain is difficult to cultivate
in most locales. It wants a particular acidic soil

The essential townie tree, the corner boy of trees
is, of course, the Dogberry; scraggly, unkempt,

showing some garish flash in daring to wear that
hue of orange, tending to show up uninvited.
Trees have lately deliberated on the issue and
while they agree being anthropomorphized as
they are here is wrong, they relish being talked
about and admired. Plant one.

There is no need to expand on how Birches are
the most literary of trees.
Flowering crabs are the wooded world’s
thespians; so alluring during the show that you
fall for them only to discover later, after they’ve
brought over a toothbrush and a change of
clothes, that they were only playing an apple.
Beeches are well put together, fit and tall with
perfect posture. Copper Beeches the same
only in bespoke. Hedged Beeches are East End
chauvinists. They are the hardest working trees
and so held in surprisingly high regard by their
towering brethren.
I have a Siberian Elm on my lot with so thick an
accent it is all but incomprehensible to the other
trees on the street. And it doesn’t care.
Coniferous trees have their own story. Native
spruce and fir are as comfortable in town as
most baymen. They dream of ponds and bogs.
They find the term “urban forest” as pretentious
as planting an “s” in the middle of Georgetown.
Native pine no longer so heavily clad our hills
because, having been proven right about
Confederation, they’ve stopped caring. Imported,
nursery-bought pines are like someone from

plants • terrariums • artificial & real flowers
home decor • giftware • greeting cards
& gift wrap
602 Water Street West • St. John’s
Rock Paper Flowers

RockPaperFlowersNL

709-738-5939

BRING IN THIS AD & RECEIVE 15% OFF DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER
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CITY MATTERS
WITH SHEILAGH O’LEARY

success stories. To assist homeowners
and business owners that have financial
difficulty with these regulations, the
City of St. John’s should be providing

Heritage: You
Don’t Know What
You’ve Got ‘Til it’s
Gone...
The classic Joni lyrics are

monetary incentives and consistent

So It Begins,
for Seamus O’Regan
BY MEGHAN MCCABE

standards, not de-regulation of already
lacking preservation initiatives. Providing
heritage grants that assist in the slightly
more expensive renovations is ultimately

More than a year before the

Tim Horton’s.

a benefit to the owner and to the overall

next federal election, local

Paraphrased,

city in the long run. This is visioning.
When I sat as member on city council,

candidates are starting their
bids for a coveted Ottawa seat.

it goes a little
like this: “What does he know about our
province? Been on the mainland for years.
Thinks he can come home now and tell

‘Destination St. John’s’ gave us reps a

us what we need.”

fitting when discussing the

wonderful presentation on Charlotte,

An election campaign is a long and winding

recent flurry surrounding a

North Carolina, an example of a city that

road – one that, in most cases, starts years

is serious about preserving heritage, and

before a candidate’s name is on the ballot.

At 43 years old, O’Regan says he was

they give tax breaks to individuals and

To get there, a candidate must win the official

approached to run for the federal Liberals in

nomination for their party; generally not too

Toronto, but there was no question for him

tough when one is running unopposed for

that if he were to enter politics it would be for

said nomination.

his home province.

Seamus O’Regan, the Newfoundland and

He’s also a friend of federal Liberal leader

Labrador born-and-bred broadcast journalist

Justin Trudeau, and the two held a Liberal

perhaps best-known for his near-decade as a

party public chat in Toronto shortly before

host on CTV’s Canada AM, has announced his

World Pride 2014 in June.

shift in heritage regulations
in downtown St. John’s.

businesses that comply. If we get serious
about this preservation/promotion, we

There appears to be a rebirth in the

can enhance the gem we know and love,

desire to dismantle existing heritage

rather than continuing to disintegrate its

regulations (exceptions being heritage

essence. Our unique history and rugged

advisory committee members Hickman

scenery not only boosts tourism, it also

and Lane). Last week, I wrote my Ward 2

defines who we are as people. As cultural

representative, Councillor Galgay, out of

advocate, I was only one small voice in

genuine concern over his recent proposal

a choir most times led by the former

to amend heritage window regulations,

stalwart, Shannie Duff, who fought

and my words have fallen on deaf ears.

hard for heritage incentives that would

To quote him, “I have full intensions to

preserve and enhance our incredibly built

introduce amendments to the regulations

heritage, but alas, majority support was

and by-laws to better reflect the needs of

rarely found around the council table.

O’Regan grew up in Happy Valley-Goose

my constituents. This will be a priority of

There are ways to support this with

Bay, where his father served as a judge in

mine, and I have already begun the work.”

financial incentives, and our priority must

the Supreme Court of Newfoundland and

As one of those Ward 2 constituents, I am

always be quality and affordable living

Labrador, as well as here in town.

not interested in a battle with our present

first, as so many struggle in our city.

Ward 2 Councilor, who feels he is acting

intention to run for the federal Liberals in St.
John’s South-Mount Pearl.

Part of the event description read: “Justin
and Seamus will be speaking and listening

He calls himself a “west end townie,”and is

to the community on a wide variety of topics,

clear he’s kept a close relationship with his

including LGBTQ issues.”

home province despite years living away.

He has a boyish charm that seems to have

in good faith, but I do need to know that I

Designated in 1977, our heritage

won over many Canadians over the years,

have a custodian of our downtown sector

regulations were put in place after an

as not just one or two folks on the mainland

who understands such implications,

extensive, and expensive report that

would gush, “Oh Seamus O’Regan is from

and who will support more progressive

one can argue saved this city’s essential

Newfoundland too – I just love him!”upon

options, despite living outside the district.

nature. Interested in some background?

learning this Newfoundlander’s origins.

Then you should read C.A. (Chris)
As the Oldest city in North America, our

Sharpe’s The Devil’s in the Details: Benign

Here at home, we Newfoundlanders and

heritage status is our greatest cultural

Neglect and the Erosion of Heritage in St.

Labradorians have been known to harbour

and economic asset. We should be doing

John’s, Newfoundland. It’s in the Centre

something one could call a “mainlander

so much more than existing heritage

for Newfoundland Studies. Get involved

guidelines dictate to protect and promote

and let your ruling body know that

our city, and we need to look towards

heritage conservation matters.

snob factor.”

And here O’Regan is now, running unopposed
for the Liberal nomination in the St. John’s
South-Mount Pearl riding currently held by Ryan
Cleary for the NDP. Local realtor Jim Burton
had said he would be seeking the federal Liberal
nomination for the riding back in January. But
Burton bowed out one week before O’Regan
officianlly announced his intentions.
Cleary, a journalist as well, says he plans
to seek re-election as MP for his riding, and
hopes his track record resonates with voters.
Cleary won the seat from Liberal Siobhan
Coady in the last federal election.
No word yet on a potential candidate for the

You’ve probably heard it– or even thought

Conservatives, but the Liberals are set to call

it - before. It was overheard in reference to

the nomination soon – to determine whether

O’Regan himself the other day in a downtown

or not O’Regan is Cleary’s official opponent.
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WEARETHEBURNINGHELL.COM

THE BURNING HELL

$10

+HST
+FEES

TWITTER.COM/OPERATORS_BAND

SAT OC TOBER 25 • THE SHIP

MONTREAL’S

THE OPERATORS

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
www.mightypop.ca

$15

+HST
+FEES

3 ACROSS
Oh, how I long
for those bright days
To come again once
more. But come again
they never will
For now I’m
----- ----

The

Septemeber Townie Crossword
townie
Cross
word
PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW
ACROSS
3. Tom Power & Basia Bulat covered this 		
popular trad song together at this year’s
Folk Fest in August, “Now I’m?”
4. Name of the offbeat pub in Quidi Vidi. 		
The Inn of ?
5. Four letter local word that
means “to stare.”
7. What colour is the new-ish Happy 		
Camper food truck downtown?
8. This guy shot his feature film Closet 		
Monster here in August, ------- Dunn.

Across

Down

5. four letter local word for that means "to stare."

Best of issue. Not Dave Streets, but Dave ?

DOWN
3. Tom Power & Basia Bulat covered this popular trad
1. What's the name of the new Russell Wan
1.song
		 What’s
the name
the new
Wangersky
novel
month?
together
at this of
year's
FolkRussell
Fest in August,
"Now
I'm coming out this
coming
out this month?
2.?"
		 Name of the used bookshop on Duckworth Street.
2. Name of the used bookshop on Duckwor
of the
offbeat
pub in
Quidi Vidi.
Inn of in
? our Best of issue.6.
6.4.		 Name
You voted
this
man your
favourite
city The
councillor
Not
Dave
Streets,
but Dave?
You
voted
this man
your favourite city cou
7. What colour is the new-ish Happy Camper food truck
downtown?

Gerry Rogers

8. This guy shot his feature film Closet MOnster here in
August, ------- Dunn.

We’re listening

M H A , S T. J O H N ’ S C E N T R E

We’re listening

George Murphy, mha

709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre
GerryRogersMHA

St. John’s East
(709) 729-3651
georgemurphy@gov.nl.ca
George Murphy, MHA, St. John’s East
@GeorgeMurphyMHA

ANSWERS: ACROSS 3. Sixtyfour 4. Olde 5. Gawk 7. Red 8. Stephen DOWN: 1. Walt 2. Afterwords 6. Lane

OC TOBER 16 • THE ROCK HOUSE
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Putting Some Have in
Our Have not Neighbourhoods:
If St. John’s Is Going to Call Itself
a Capital City, It Should Start
Looking Like One BY CHAD PELLEY
If you want a coffee in

We often complain about how St. John’s

offer us so little, we have no choice but to leave

is fighting it tooth and nail. “The idea is to

this city, you have to go

has a “shotglass-deep” dating pool, or how

them to get our hands on just about anything.

have a neighbourhood cafe that offers healthy

everyone knows everyone’s business. Part

And there’s certainly nowhere to work in a

lunches and coffee within a walkable distance

downtown. If you want a

of this problem is how we’re all limited to

neighbourhood that has no businesses.

from the home,” Stoker told The Overcast in

drink, a restaurant, or retail

the half-dozen spots downtown that suit our

Luckily, the city seems in agreement with the

a previous article on the matter. Since when

shop, you go downtown.

personalities. It’s not so much that it’s a small

sentiment in this article. This summer, they

has a nice cup of coffee and lunch with a

town as it is a town that suffers from poor

released a draft municipal plan for the city,

neighbourhood friend hurt anyone?

urban design (and to be fair, that’s on account

titled Envision St. John’s. “The focus throughout

For people who don’t leave this city much,

of its age – St. John’s existed long before Urban

[the municipal plan] is on ‘complete streets’

It is largely a pronounced and almost distinctly

it’s easy to feel like that’s not altogether

Design was even a term).

and neighbourhood planning.” Councillor

St. John’s sense of entitlement over parking

strange, but it is. A city ought to be a puzzle

Tom Hann, Chair of the Standing Committee

spaces that creates the “not in my backyard!”

built from many unique and self-sufficient

One clear way around all of this is more

on Planning and Development, adds that its

mentality a lot of local residents have towards

neighbourhoods, clicked together to build

neighbourhood businesses and commercial

contents reflect “what this city needs to grow,

neighbourhood businesses. It is no doubt

an intricate, interesting city. In most capital

nodes. Once we start diversifying and

evolve, and become the city we imagine it can

frustrating to come home from work and

cities, “whole” neighbourhoods and “complete

developing our neighbourhoods, the potential

and should be.”

see a patron of a neighbourhood business

streets” mean a resident needn’t leave their

for entrepreneurs to expand local retail and

neighbourhood to get a pint, go on a date, or

food culture will skyrocket. As it stands, if you

Chapter 4, “Healthy Neighbourhoods,” states

but it’s no one’s fault – not the parker, parking

relax in a park with a book.

wanted to open a Thai restaurant or a new

that “a city that is recognized for the quality

spot owner, or neighbourhood business –

pub in this city, you’d have to wait until space

of life of its citizens is a city of well designed

that our forefathers who built this city didn’t

opened up downtown.

neighbourhoods in which people have access

glimpse into the future and realize all these

to local shops and services and quality public

houses should have had driveways – not on-

Downtown is in a good place now, but St.
John’s as a whole will remain bland if we

inconsiderately parked in front of your home,

continue to pump all of our culture into those

If, however, we allow more neighbourhood

spaces.” As well, in new areas being developed,

street parking – to avoid this clash in a modern

two streets. We need a spill over of bars,

businesses to emerge on our residential

there’s hope the city will, as it vows, “plan for

day St. John’s. So what do we do? Continue to

bakeries, delis, markets, restaurants, and retail

streets, we’ll broaden the spectrum of local

and design neighbourhoods that are less reliant

live in un-whole hoods so that no one can take

shops into the other neighbourhoods of St.

business and the vibrancy and functionality

on the automobile.”

our parking spots?

John’s, or we’re limiting the entrepreneurial

of neighbourhoods. Take the newly opened

spirit and commercial diversification of a city

Saigon Bistro in Rabbittown. It’s nuzzled in

The idea isn’t to have shops pop up at random

No evolution can happen without some

that’s currently booming in these departments.

between Ches’s and Leo’s Fish and Chips, and

beside our houses. Picture instead clusters

controversy and sacrifice. And most places

this strip of restaurants permits residents of

of businesses; we can avoid the mess of

like Belbin’s Grocery or Mallard Cottage

The reason Montreal has such an amazing food

that neighbourhood access to both healthy and

commercial and residential clashes within

provide ample parking anyway. There are

culture is not because they have better chefs or

unhealthy fast food options. The fine folks of the

a whole neighbourhood by having homes

often solutions, if we drop our guard and

business-minded people than us, but because

city’s most rapidly gentrifying neighbourhood no

surround commercial nodes, which become the

think instead of kick and scream about the

they have so many whole neighbourhoods –

longer need to clog their arteries if feeling lazy

beating heart of a neighbourhood.

inevitability of change (and since change is

each with its own suite of sweet food joints.

and hungry and wanting takeout.

Diversification absolutely requires room to

inevitable, kicking and screaming is futile and
This cover story and municipal plan have

unconstructive). By definition, a neighbourhood

grow. Without neighbourhood businesses,

Our lack of neighbourhood businesses is a big

emerged as if in response to a topical issue

is not a collection of houses where you can

we’re bottlenecking our culture to Water and

part of why we are the Canadian capital city

– Stephanie Stoker is trying to open a cafe in

park your car easily. A neighbourhood should

Duckworth Street.

most dependent on cars: our neighbourhoods

Georgestown, and a small, minority resistance

be a vibrant, charming place that you chose to

Cover Story
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Anna Templeton Centre
barristers and solicitors

Budden and Associates is pleased to announce
the opening of their new office in St. John’s.

for Craft, Art & Design
278 Duckworth Street
St. John’s

Providing skilled and compassionate legal representation to
survivors of abuse and motor vehicle collisions.

Craft & Art
Classes for
all ages!
Call 739 7623
or visit our website
for details & to register!

Will Hiscock

Geoff Budden

Paul Kennedy

709.576.0077
info@buddenlaw.com • www.buddenlaw.com
401 Empire Avenue, 1st Floor | St. John’s, NL A1E 1W6

live in for its culture and convenience, and that

neighbourhood businesses to accommodate

you shouldn’t have to leave for a cup of coffee

this growth and momentum. Water and

or a bite to eat. If you feel otherwise, there are

Duckworth Street no longer has the capacity to

subdivisions.

house what’s happening in the city.

Besides, neighbourhood businesses are

The diversification of neighbourhoods will also

supposed to DIScourage, not ENcourage traffic

include the amelioration of public parks and

congestion in a city. Georgestown Cafe should
be for residents of Georgestown, who all walk
there, because they can. Gracie Joe’s should be
feeding the people of its neighbourhood almost
exclusively. Neighbourhood businesses should
be utilized by those in walking distance from
them, so parking issues shouldn’t emerge. The
fact there’s people driving from Newfoundland
Drive or Airport Heights to eat at International
Flavours is only an indication the city’s
neighbourhoods need more local restaurants
feeding its people, keeping them from leaving
their neighbourhood in search of food (and
parking their cars where they’re unwanted).
We have the good fortune of living in a city

www.annatempletoncentre.com
STUDENT APPRECIATION SPECIAL
and 10% Off Books
$1 Coffee Or Tea and
During September And October With A Student Id

trails, as well as community gardens and urban
farms. As the municipal plan states, “Good
urban design is about making connections
between people and places, movement and
urban form, nature and the built environment.”
Time will tell if this municipal plan is all talk
or not, but there is significant mention of
“complete streets,” and where possible, to
fashion them in a way that complements the
existing character of neighbourhoods.
You can fight this movement toward whole

BROKEN BOOKS

neighbourhoods or you can embrace it.
Whatever stance you take, remember that

whose culture is spiking remarkably with

there’s not an entrepreneur out there looking to

nationally renowned restaurants, arts culture,

upset you, but rather, to benefit you. Please, for

and a seemingly unprecedented soaring of

the sake of the city, let them. Let them create

entrepreneurial spirit. For these things to

their own dreamjobs that will make dream

continue to boom, the city will need more

neighbourhoods for the majority of us to live in.

HOURS

FREE WIFI

183A Ducworth St.
On the War Memorial
Tuesday to Friday 11-7
Saturday 9-6
Sunday 12-6
Monday Closed
Now Serving Freshly Baked Pies and Flips
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THE PONDERED PINT

WITH

CHRIS CONWAY

Tasting Beer

There are
four primary
characteristics used
to appreciate
a pint.

The act of drinking beer comes

someone’s beer choice. Intensely flavoured

naturally to most people.

beers aren’t inherently better than milder

a bottle. Any glass will do, but glasses that

tastes beer regularly, the range of aromas

have been designed to optimize the aroma of

they can identify can be astounding. While

a beverage are best. For Belgian-style ales

tasting is a learned skill, it’s more about

try a tulip glass, for English and American

vocabulary than anything else. Reading

beers use a pint glass, and for anything of

beer reviews, style guidelines from the

great strength a wine glass is great.

Beer Judge Certification Program and the
Brewers Association, and books (try Randy

styles and, while it’s easy to get carried

Our taste is limited to the basic abilities of

Mosher’s Tasting Beer) can expand your

away nitpicking a beer, it’s important to

discerning sweetness, bitterness, sourness,

vocabulary and enable you to find words to

remember that tasting is about enjoying

saltiness, and savouriness. Unless you’re

describe complex aromas.

beer. If you’ve joined the local Beer Thief

drinking a sour Gueuze or a salty Gose, look

Special Order Beer Club or even if you just

for the balance between malt sweetness

Vocabulary is great, but it only works if

enjoy buying the newest releases at the

and hop bitterness when tasting. It’s the

you use it! Get a group of friends together

Beyond simply drinking beer, it’s worth

NLC, you know beer can be expensive.

aroma where beers are most expressive and

and try tasting a set of beer. Don’t be shy.

spending some time pondering how to

Working on your tasting skills can enhance

where the advantage of using glassware is

Sometimes a pretentious or silly-sounding

taste, appreciate, and evaluate it. A little

your beer drinking experience for free.

most noticeable. Aromas are present both

descriptor from your own personal

when you first smell the beer and also when

experience (Lilac? Orange ice pop? Toast

While I have no empirical
evidence, I suspect it’s the first
thing most people learn to do
with a beer.

practise tasting beer can both enhance your
experience with a pint as well as provide a

There are four primary characteristics

you swallow so, unlike wine tasters, beer

with strawberry jam? Nan’s basement?)

way of discussing beer beyond your own

used to appreciate a pint: appearance

tasters don’t spit. Spend some time to focus

can open up a discussion of the overall beer

personal preference.

(colour, clarity, and head retention), texture

on the aroma of a beer and try to find as

and identify its most enjoyable

(thickness and carbonation level), aroma,

many words to describe it as you can.

aspects. After all, beer is always

Tasting beer isn’t meant to be an exercise

and taste. All of these characteristics are

in snobbery or a way to put down

better appreciated out of a glass rather than

more fun when you share it with
If you’ve ever drank with someone who

good company.

MUN Blood Donor Clinics
UC Landing: Tues, Sept 9th 9:30am-2:30pm
Dining Hall: Wed, Sept 10th 3:30-7:30pm
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The “nape” is a delicacy with slightly broader

that you never had a dory-dad and you and

appeal. The belly, like tuna belly (oh, otoro)

yours will never know the joy of that pull on

is fatty and addictive. The “sound” or swim

the line that signifies supper, there is hope for

bladder is my current favourite, and is (in the

you yet and, like many delicious things, that
hope is brewing in Petty Harbour. A

truest spirit of this column) best eaten

non-profit is being built from the

at one am, sitting by the stove,
covered in the guts of fish you
caught and cleaned. I added a

NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR

WITH

EMILY DEMING

dusting of flour and fried mine
in butter (fuck off, purists, I
didn’t HAVE any scrunchions).

Catch a Cod, Use it All

It puffs up like a fairy air

waterline up whose mission

“All of me,
why not take all
of me?”

is “… the preservation and
celebration of traditional
fishing knowledge and

Billie Holiday, channeling
my freshly jigged
cod

culture.” Fishing for
Success hopes to teach all
the hungry and adventurous

mattress from a thin floppy piece

kids among us to fish. Check

of flesh into a chewy, rippled slab of
Sometimes, in an effort to stop repeating

The “ear bones” make beautiful trinkets and are

midnight snack. And, lastly, because the cod

something, we must dissect it: our bad habits,

little organic flash drives of data to biologists.

serves us with both grace and with humour,

our romantic idiocies, our clichés, our fish.

The liver isn’t just for rotting in a barrel and

you can, literally, eat the face off of it. Splay it

Unlike a bad relationship, once dissected and

selling to health nerds as brain candy. You can

out, and fry it up. It will melt off of its mouth

properly understood, the majority of fish parts

smoke it and eat it like an old badass, or take

and into yours. With any bones, tails, eyeballs

should be kept. There is the fillet; we all know

a bite of it, still practically living, right from the

or heads left, you can make beautiful broth.

the cheeks and the tongues; the potential of

fish you just caught -- your skin and your brain

the “britches,” like a delicious slimy prize in

enhancing on the spot as you chew through

If you have yet to go fishing, you still have a

the crackerjack box that is the female cod,

the fresh, slightly dish-soapy taste in your now

chance. The food fishery opens again for one

but there is so much more.

super-heroed mouth.

week, September 20-28. If you are lamenting

out their Facebook page for more
information or to volunteer. If you need
someone to toast this month, please raise a
glass to Leo Hearn. Thank him for, two years
ago, letting an overly pregnant me begin to
learn to fish (and nap) on his boat.
Fishing For Success: (709)740-3474
info@fishingforsuccess.org
islandrooms.org

All the Buzz about
Local Honeybees

according to the provincial Department of

means that bees can’t get here any other

pesticides and

Natural Resources, offering honey, honey

way. Another parasite of concern, Nosema

feeding on organic

based products, and pollination services.

ceranae, is also not found here.

wildflowers. If

BY TERRI COLES

maintain and grow, even considering

As Paradise Farms explains on their

honey from a

the challenges of overwintering bees in

website, the lack of these parasites in the

bear-shaped

Newfoundland, while other provinces are

province means that pesticide application

squeeze jar, the

experiencing tough times. For example, in

is unnecessary--the bees can be managed

difference in taste will get you to switch

Ontario, last winter beekeepers lost fifty-

through good hive management, and can

permanently. Along with the taste benefits,

eight percent of their colonies, according

forage on organic wildflowers growing nearby.

some natural-health enthusiasts claim that

No doubt you’ve heard about
the troubles faced by the
honeybee in North America.
But did you know that
Newfoundland is a sweet

But those producers are seeing their hives

Due to several factors working in the favour
of bees and their beekeepers, hives on the
island are thriving--and as the CBC recently
reported, that’s starting to draw the interest
of researchers and honey enthusiasts alike.
The industry is still relatively small in
the province--there are now nearly forty
producers with hundreds of colonies,

you’ve only had

to a survey by the Canadian Association of

consuming raw honey from bees in your area

Professional Apiculturists. Normal winter

As well, because crops like corn and soybean

losses are about fifteen percent.

aren’t grown in large quantities on the island,

spot for bees?
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can help with allergy prevention.

there is considerably less pesticide spraying

Where can you find the stuff? It can be

Why are things better here? There are a few

here than in other parts of Canada and the

difficult because of the still-small size of

reasons. The big one is that Newfoundland’s

United States. Some researchers think that

the island’s industry. Paradise Farms on the

honeybees are free from both Varoa Mite

neonic pesticides are playing a role in the ill

Avalon peninsula has hives producing honey

(Varroa destructor) and Honey Bee Tracheal

health of the continent’s hives, and in June a

both for sale in jars and as part of their

Mite (Acarapis woodi), two parasites that

group of 50 international scientists called for

line of Bee Natural skin-care products and

have done considerable harm to hives in

the phasing-out of the products.

candles, which are available at outlets across

North America and around the world. As

the province, including Heritage Shops and

such, it’s illegal to import honeybees from

The result of this apiary sweet spot is that

Belbin’s here in town. You can also look for

areas where those two mites are found,

the island is producing raw honey prized

local honey at farm stands and markets and

and the island’s distance from the mainland

for its quality: made by healthy bees free of

local food stores.
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Forgetting
Kindergarten

movies are made of: the white-tailed fawn

evil genius – either way, reinforcing my desire

finding his way in the forest (after his mother

to move the hell out first chance I got. And

gets offed by a hunter.) The young clownfish

now I’m doing it to my own kid. It’s a tradition

venturing beyond the anemone (after his

of revenge, served cold.

mother becomes a barracuda’s breakfast.)
It’s also a rite of passage, for Max and for

THE MOTHERLOAD
WITH VICKI MURPHY

But why do we make such a fuss about the

me. For him, it’s the beginning of the self-

first day of school when our youngsters will

defined individual, even if he doesn’t know it

barely remember it? Because clearly this
moment means more to us than it does to
them. I’ll be worm food soon (thanks for all

Max used to wear a chicken

the reminders, Disney), but Max is not yet

finger box on his back. But

burdened with the knowledge of mortality

I don’t remember this so it
never happened.

yet. For me, it’s the realization that the nest
will one day be empty, so it’s a heads up, 15
years in advance, to take up a hobby so I’ll
have something to do at Shady Acres when
he dumps my ass in a retirement home. It’s

and memory’s fragility. He won’t remember

Even I won’t remember this day, not

also prep to avoid the phrase, “Mom, you’re

this because he doesn’t realize it’s worth

accurately anyway. I swore I’d never forget

embarrassing me. Again.”

remembering. That final moment when I

the day Max was born, but just five years

zip up his jacket, touch his cheek and feel

later it’s already blurry. Even my axe wound is

The first day of school is important, but

my heart explode, his hippocampus and

starting to forget. I certainly don’t remember

ancient history before the recess bell rings.

Today I’m placing a different kind of pack on

frontal cortex will analyze the sensory inputs

much about my first day of school. There’s this

Maybe we naturally forget it because it’s not

his back – one filled with pencils, paper and

and quickly decide, “nah, not worth storing

photo: I’m wearing a checkered green blouse

such a big deal. Or maybe we repress it to

enough glue sticks to fix the Venus de Milo.

this shit.” He’ll save space in his long-

with frills down the front: the home ec project

save ourselves from the memories of the

My little rocketman is off to kindergarten.

term memory for better things, like all the

of Annie Oakley and Liberace. My copper hair

hot mess that is our family. Either way, Max

acrobatic maneuvers he can perform with his

is short and flat, but you can see the curls

will clear it out of his head to make room for

Brace yourself for the Facebook influx of

wiener. He’ll also wonder why the eff Mommy

trying to fight their way through the hair

new words, new stories, and new ways to

gap-toothed and Gap-wearing kids as parents

is acting like a total weirdo. I’m weeping into

helmet Mom has sealed tight with AquaNet.

fly to the moon. (But I’ll still have the photos,

capture this epic moment. It’s the stuff Disney

his Cheerios; he’s burping the alphabet.

She was a sucker for 80’s trends, or maybe an

muhahaha.) motherblogger.ca

it was no Country Ribbon
package; it was a kickass
jetpack. Destination: the moon.

International
Food & Craft Expo
Celebrating and Promoting Cultural Diversity
and Business Development in Newfoundland and Labrador

CBS

ST. JOHN’S

PARADISE

10:00am – 5:00pm (Royal Canadian
Legion, Kelligrews)

10:00am – 5:00pm (Holiday Inn)

10:00am – 4:00pm (Rotary Paradise
Youth and Community Centre)

Sunday, October 19, 2014

EVENT ACTIVITIES:

EVENT ACTIVITIES:

Sale and Display of Local and
International Food and Crafts,
Multicultural Entertainment
and Door Prizes

ADMISSION:

$3 (free admission for children
12 yrs & under)

festivalofnewdance.ca

Sunday, November 2, 2014

Sale and Display of Local and
International Food and Crafts,
Multicultural Entertainment
and Door Prizes

ADMISSION:

$5 (free admission for children
12 yrs & under)

Sunday, November 16, 2014

EVENT ACTIVITIES:

Sale and Display of Local and
International Food and Crafts,
Multicultural Entertainment
and Door Prizes

ADMISSION:

$3 (free admission for children
12 yrs & under)

JOIN US WITH YOUR FAMILY & FRIENDS AND ENJOY
THE FESTIVE MULTICULTURAL EXPERIENCE!
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Fresh off the
Vine: Tracey
Dobbin is Back
from France
Hoping You’ll Give
Wine a Chance

“I was looking at doing

in the vineyards, going

growth of value and volume of wine.”

something different,” she

on road trips and getting

Why is that? “In the Canadian market, it’s

says when asked how

cheap flights. It all sounds

Generation X who are pushing growth. Adults

so glamorous,” she says,

entertaining at home or going out are leaving

laughing as she remembers

their six-packs behind. And there’s not many

she decided to become a
wine expert. “In 2008 I took
the WSET [Wine and Spirit
Educational Trust] Level 1 course,

It was awesome, but certainly

markets that have the selection Canadians
have. If you walk into, say, the liquor store at

not glamorous.”

Goobies, the selection is still world-wide.”

masters there, since I knew it would set me

Dobbin has turned that hard work into

Dobbin believes it’s part of our culture to

apart in terms of my education. Plus it was a

her new job. She’s back in town on behalf

embrace this worldliness. It is, in other

chance to live in France.”

of Autour du Vin, a wine school based in

words, very Canadian of us to embrace the

Bordeaux that is about to offer wine-tasting

world even if it’s through a robust shiraz or

It wasn’t just the fine cuisine and local

classes in St. John’s. Dobbin believes that

sweet riesling. “When we take something

culture that had her so keen to stay,

people are intimidated by wine, and is on

on we want to understand it,” she says.

professional working as an

however. It’s relatively inexpensive to travel

a mission to demystify the world’s drink.

“With wine, there’s a culture and history

occupational therapist, moving

throughout Europe, something invaluable

“People who come to our classes want to

behind every glass. There’s a story behind

upwards in a safe, secure

to an aspiring wine expert seeking to visit

have a little more confidence about wine.

every glass.” For Dobbin, the story of her

as many vineyards as possible, and make

They want to know how to communicate

new venture is still to be written, but the

those all-important contacts. “I was doing

what it is they like or don’t like,” she says.

author is confident of its final act.

my thesis, I was working a little bit with

“Wine is still a luxury item, but it’s becoming

future. It just wasn’t the future

a wine investment guy who did portfolios

more and more part of Canadian culture.

For more info visit

she wanted.

for Brits. Every opportunity I had I was

Canada is third worldwide right now in rate of

autourduvin-bordeaux.com.

BY SEAMUS HEFFERNAN

Tracy Dobbin was a young

career that was relatively
challenging and offered a solid

and In 2011 I moved to Bordeaux. They

that year. “It wasn’t at all.

have an international wine school and I did my

From Conception Bay South to the Playboy
Mansion: Stephanie Branton’s dream comes
true on the cover of September’s Playboy
Magazine. BY AMY STOODLEY

this summer on a plantation in New Orleans,
Branton barred it all in the Southern Bell
cover shoot. “I’m a little bit of an exhibitionist
naturally. So when I was there doing my
centerfold, I was just ready. I’ve been waiting
for this day my whole life so, I felt super
confident and sexy and ready ... I got a chance
to shoot with an alligator. It was so cool. The

As a kid, Stephanie Branton says
there was never any question

modeling. I was just inspired by those girls and
how beautiful they were in the magazine. It’s
like artwork.”

One of the perks of being a playmate is getting
to hang out with Hugh Hefner at the Playboy

about what she would be when

PHOTO: PLAYBOY

best experience of my life.”

she grew up. She wanted to be a

After high school, Branton moved to Toronto

Mansion. Branton says things can get pretty
wild. “Sometimes at the parties, you’ll see

bunny, a Playboy Bunny.

to start a modeling career. Her goal never
swayed, and for the next few years she

crazy things go on in the grotto, but out in the

concentrated on becoming a playmate.

open for everyone to see. There’s a zoo there.

And at twenty-four years old, the Conception

“Going to the gym everyday, working on my

It’s always catered very nicely. For the Fourth

Bay South woman says her career dreams

body, working with photographers, working on

of July they had this huge Slip and Slide it was

have come true. Branton is September’s

myself. I know playmates, how beautiful they

so fun. They have all this amazing music. It’s

Playmate. You can see her on the cover of

are, I wanted to be a part of that so I worked

very dreamlike and surreal.”

the iconic magazine coming out this month.

hard and made connections at the mansion.”

“I’ve wanted to be a Playmate probably my

In 2012, she got her big break. Branton went to

Branton says her family is proud and she’s

whole life. As long as I can remember. I just

Hollywood where she was featured in an online

excited to share her new success with them.

remember my dad had the magazine. I just

version of Playboy. But that wasn’t enough.

She says her dad is visiting soon and he’s

saw those girls and saw how pretty they were

Branton wanted to be on the cover. After two

excited to meet the playmates and hang out at

in the magazine and I always wanted to do

years of auditions, it finally happened. Earlier

the Playboy Mansion.

PHOTO: SEAMUS HEFFERNAN
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When the top energy companies on the planet are
looking for an integrated solution to keep the energy
sector moving forward, they look no further than
ClearStream. We’re the trusted name behind
some of the best energy projects in Western Canada.

On the job, you’ll develop skills and grow your career
in a challenging work environment with competitive
compensation and performance incentive pay.
We offer schedules you can set your watch to
and flexibility you can build a life around.

Our success is powered by a seasoned team of 3500
employees and growing. We’ve built an environment
where respect and recognition are a requirement.
And we’re hiring.

See a full list of career opportunities at

clearstreamjobs.ca
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dark side
to walk on the
Andrea Mantegna, Battle of the Sea Gods (left side), c. 1485-1488. Engraving on laid paper, 28 x 42.7 cm. National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa

SEPTEMBER 20, 2014 – JANUARY 4, 2015

BEAUTIFUL MONSTERS:

BEASTS AND FANTASTIC CREATURES
IN EARLY EUROPEAN PRINTS
Organized by the National Gallery of Canada

ANDRZEJ MACIEJEWSKI: VIP PORTRAIT GALLERY
KYLE BUSTIN: DIGITAL BEASTS
Elbow Room Residency Series

PUBLIC OPENING RECEPTION
Friday, September 19, 7:30pm

www.therooms.ca | 709.757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

